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"It is an occult law moreover. that no man can rise superior to his individual failings 

without lifting: be it ever so littles‘the whole body of which he is/an integral part. In the 

same way no'one'can'sin. nor suffer thé.effects of sin. alone. In reality. there is no such 

thing as ‘separateness! and the nearest'approach to that selfish state which the laws of 

life permit is in the intent or motive,” 

Helena Petrovna Blavatsky 



Hoye : et ere A ‘ 
this world fs yours to experience. and interpret however you choose: and no one's going to 

— 
ever dare fault you for it. And if they do. it's their problem. not yours.” 

_ Anton Szandor LaVey 



AO OGOMON 
As Satanism goes from a fluid thought. to a water” downed 
meaningless religion of fools. where online preachers profess 
hnowledge of a subject they seem to hnow little about. the Satanic 
Almanac is born. 

In this. the Nebula Zine Edition. we start the conversation with 
thought provohing dialogue from.a discussion between Shane 
Bugbee. friend of Anton LaVey. and his grandson Stanton LaVey, 

Both Bugbee & LaVey have spent their lives not solely studying. 
but actually living the life of public Satanists. They have done the 
heavy lifting for you. Learn from their mistahes as they challenge 
the ideas Stanton s grandfather. Anton LaVey. the founder of 
Satanism. laid down. 

Satanism is all too often seen as a mere variant of desire and 
hedonism. Satanism also grows rife with religious thinking, Online 
preachers offer easy answers to questions only the individual can 
answer. Bugbee believes that Satanism is under threat, 

Tahing to heart Anton LaVey s famous line "It's too bad that 
stupidity isn't painful.” The Satanic Almanac is the shunned 
American intellectual's passionate defense of Satanism as a fluid 
thought. rather than a static idea. 

For Bugbee. Satanism is an existential project. a constantly 
unf olding quest for truth. This quest begins with’a curiosity 
beyond what is taught through parents and school. This quest is an 
event that forever changes an individual. challenging them’ "to see 
the world from the point of view of ALL rather than one. This. 
Bugbee believes. is Satanisms most essential transforming power. 

The Satanic Almanac will serve as a\conversation ALL can 

participate in. online. 

Our print edition will include invited experts. as you will find here. 
with Kniqui. our filter & editor, 

Let this Nebula Zine Edition be YOUR spark to join the conversation. 
online, every year as we celebrate the high unholy holiday of 
Walpurgis on April 30th using the hashtag # satanicalmanac2022 and 
of course changing the year each and every year for thousands of 
years to come, 
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As Stanton mentions in the first part of their edited down 
conversation. “ Satanism might just be the birth of all that modern 
philosophy aspires to be." 

The idea for the Satanic Almanac is simple. Keep Satanism a 
philosophy and not a religion. Religion is where thought goes to die. 
Religion is static. it is something of rules and something you CAN 
nail to the wall,,. unlihe the Satanist. a creature born who can not 

be stuch to the wall. 

Religion is for those who need direction and rules. very antithetical 
to the nature of Satanism. 

In general. Satanism is the pursuit of hnowledge. secret 
hnowledge,.. the hnowledge and ideas most are afraid to discuss, 

The Satanist cultivates the dangerous mind. curious and free. 

As we enter the age of un doing. let us re thinh the philosophies 
of the past. let us be bold and add to them in the public realm. let 
your ideas be challenged and torn to shreds,,, what survives moves 
forward and what doesn't lies dead as a valiant effort of thought 
and evolution. 

We welcome worthy contributions, If interested. please do reach 
out, 
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Luch and unluch. 
Control is an illusion, 
You won a lottery without buying a tichet, 
That’ s why you’ re here, 

There are many mythologies of many gods. but rather than proving 
the existence of any god. they testify to the creativity of 
humanity, 

Satanism was invented by Christians. The most blasphemous 
Satanic rituals were invented by Christians to create an enemy 
as vile as their own fantasies. | am only really a Satanist to 
Christians, Yet | reclaim the "Satanist!” slur with pride. | am true 
to myself. | am an artist that rejects an arbitrary moral code 
written by the whims of so called holy men in an ignorant age. | 
am a highly moral person. living in-the complexity and nuance of a 
world filled with religious people outwardly denying themselves the 
joys of this life. while secretly partahing. even as religious accuse 
nonbelievers of being sinners under a code the nonbelievers don t 
avow, 

It-is said that to forge a strong identity. you must create a strong 
enemy. and so the Christians created Satan. They accused. tried 
and executed non christians for "Being in league with the devil.” 
Matthew Hophins and John Stearne were the most prolific witch 
hunters in England. a job for which they were well paid. 

Anton LaVey correctly observed ” Satan has been the best friend 
the church ever had. as he hept it in business all these years. 

Christians also hurled accusations at what they deemed to be 
Christan heretics. such as the Pope. the Freemasons. the Knights 
Templar. and so on, 

In 1966. Anton LaVey established the official and atheistic Church 
of Satan, It was dramatic. theatrical. and philosophical. fitting 
in quite well with the counterculture movement. People can argue 
what other older occultists or occult groups were Satanic.,but 
they didn't unequivocally self identify specifically. and publicly\as 
Satanic. 

But far from the\ devil worshipping. baby eating slander. we 
Satanists-are great thinhers‘and artistic creators. For sport. we 
have moched the Roman Catholic Mass with our own rituals, The 
difference is. we-hnow there is no more adevil than there is.a god. 
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"Satanist! The slur spits out their mouth with loathing and 
disdain. 
What they intend as derogatory slander. | proudly reclaim. 

” Are you still dancing in the devil's debauchery?” Ashed my f ormer 
childhood friend. 
Yeah. 

"Now I believe in God. because you are possessed by the devil.” My 
husband proclaimed, 

If you think | woke up one day and decided to be a Satanist. you'd 
be wrong. 

The Satanic slur is an invention inspired by Christian mythology. If 
you are a Christian. | ama Satanist. 

They chose me as their adversary, | was perfectly fine doing my 
own thing all by myself. But as they set themselves against me. or 
me against them. | received the title and wore it as a crown. 

Hate only gives me instant bursts. It cannot sustain me. actually it 
can mahe me sich. | think what motivates me more than anything is 
curiosity. Love always starts with curiosity, 

Trauma impedes empathy, We need to heal and reprocess trauma. 
so when we feel empathy. we are not triggered or overcome by 
our own trauma. We can be with. and bear witness to the pain of 
another person we care about and show sympathy, The suggestion 
of ultimate healing through eternal reward is an insult to someone 
that is in pain, 

There is no unconditional love. Love is always conditional, It is 
conditioned upon who | am. and who the other person is in relation 
to me. There is unconditional respect and goodwill until | am met 
with insult or inconvenience. 

NOT ALL VAMPIRES SUCK BLOOD! 
”Seeh and ye shall find. Ash\and\it shall be given unto you.” Just 
because this saying comes from the protagonist of Christian 
mythology. does not negate it's truth. Be bold! Seeh what you 
desire. and request it. If you think yourself a Satanic magician. 
but lach the courage to mahe your requests hnown to people. what 
makes you think you command occult powers? Chech\yourself. 
Instead of an occult master. you may bea psychic vampire. Tahe 
heed! Get help. or you shall be\exposed! 
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AND WO: 
SUAMRON YS, 

SEU BOCAS 
The idea behind the Satanic Almanac and the future of Satanism is 

fleshed out a bit in the transcribed conversation | have with Stanton 

LaVey. grandchild of Anton LaVey. creator of modern Satanism 

We speah of a new Higher Law and a five point plan for the today of 
Satanism. 

While Stanton LaVey & 1 have many agreements. we also disagree on 
many a subject. 

Satanism was written with a broad scope meant to be interpreted 
individually and not followed. It is fluid. it erodes constructs and 
isn t an identity, 

There are many a fool running around using the devil's name without 
playing the devil's game. 

Poseurs. Culture Vultures and those desperate for identity, 

Not too many of them have the credentials or study that | have. 
I've done the heavy lifting for the uninitiated, 

Satanism is about study, indeed. 

There is an entire lifetime of books you can read on the subject. 
Try doing that. try understanding what you are attracted to before 
creating a zine with the title "Satanic Feminist” or ” Satanic yoga” 
or what ever the fuch you are trying to sell. 

We who are not we. 

Us who are not.an us, 

The impulse overrides free thought, 

It's most welcome to have thoughtful additions to the occult 
workings. Many lach the courage and dedication to explore & express 
their findings and add to the colective hnowledge. history and Iuch 
have allowed us, 
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You need to read the work to add to the worh. 

Put in your 10.000 hours of study, 

There are many a lesson on why most secrets stay hidden in the 
cryptography of secret texts, 

Those using Satanic culture to sell groupthink is the exact opposite 
of the Satanist. 

The Satanist. strives to create. to add to. to evolve. to educate... 

themselves. 

The Satanist has an identity and doesn’t need Satanism for an 
identity, 

And while fear and loathing might attract you to symbols of power 
like Baphomet. understand fear is what brought you here and the 
goat isn t gonna help you. 

Study will help. 
Self determination and. acceptance that Luch and Chaos are our 
master, 

Self Expression the new highest law. 

What is a Satanist to me? The real ones are creative and ultra 

sensitive... they are determined and courageous. much like the poet 

or the outspohen artist. After that. all bets are off....and { mean 

off. 

Anton LaVey defined a Satanist in a way | comebach to often. as a 
person who can not be nailed to a wall,,, meaning. we are close to 

impossible to define. 

Not just right or left. 
Not just hate or love. 

We are all, 
And the Baphomet is trans, 

Want to add to Satanism? 
Figureout ways to discuss it without the“ we." “,us our" words, 
Don't be a joiner., Enjoy pant one of the conversation to follow in the 
next few pages, 

Lt eS ae 88 
& 

~ Shane-Bugbee 
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Shane Bughee x planta ‘La Vey 

Anton es Vey 

Modern Satanism 
Part of 2 

Shane Bughee 
Idealistically. Satanism is an endless conversation or endless 
thought. | struggle with all the noise that has surrounded Satanism: 
the criminals loohing to justify crime. the mentally ill using 
Satanism as a cover for their illness rather than see psychiatric 
therapy. the business dolts loohing to sell t shirts. and the ivy 
leaguers loohing to remahe. rename and redo what the fry cooh 
founded. The working class version from your granddad was a 
brilliant point of view. |! relate to the salad dressing test. Anton 
was seeing humanity at eye level. and then the ivy leaguers came 
along. switching things up. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah, 

Shane Bugbee 
You said something to me "We can hill people with our minds. We 
don't have to do anything with our hands. And that's fuching 
it. isn't it? This is how we can change the world. How can we fix 
things for the betterment of humanity, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
That brings up an interesting point. one that Sharon pointed out 
the other night, She said.’ "You\hnow Stanton. you've managed to be 
able to mahe stoptd people turn vegan. without even understanding 
why. and you're mahing stupid people do smart things. even though 
they don't understand it themselves.’ ‘There's something to be said 
for-that. and my influence over people, 

I'm using my Satanic witchery to bring about a change in people's 
behavior. One of the great Satanic sins is stupidity. If I can 
get people who are convinced that they're \Satanists. to do 



smart things. or to act smarter until they can affect a real and 
permanent change. I'm doing my duty for humanity and the devil. 
in one fell swoop, 

Shane Bughee 
So on.an individual level. you're using your influence. ! think 
Satanism is very individual. It's not a groupthinh. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
No. it is not. 

Shane Bughee 
Right. | feel like this Satanic groupthinh is a hard situation to stop, 
We do have some politics that we share. But what are they? What 
is Liberty? What is the quest for hnowledge? What do we share as 
Satanists? 

Stanton Lo Vey 
What do we share as Satanists? As Satanists. we share a future, 
That's something that we need to start getting wise about. Even 
though we might view other Satanic denominations as being 
contrary. to our own. the rest of the world doesn't see us that 
way. Whether or not we like the idea of being crammed in a room 
together. they see us as one cohesive group,They don t understand 
that there's this huge rift between sections of fragmented groups 
of Satanists, 
To the uninitiated. that sounds totally abstract. To them. you're 
either a Satanist and you guys are all in. one for all and all for one. 
or you're full of shit. The sooner the Satanic groups out there can 
get a handle on their egos individually. they d recognize that we'd 
be much better off worhing together for the greater good. and for 
the greater liberty of being a Satanist. Then we might actually 
mahe some real progress, 

Shane Bugbee 
Satanism done correctly is an endless conversation. It's an endless 
thought. It's a philosophy, It's not really a religion, The religion 
aspect of what your grandfather created is art. Art.is the religion. 
The artist Anton LaVey. moching the abstract. is great art. But for 
me. Satanism is just a philosophy, and we individually add_to\it as 
we see fit. We then-explore and argue our philosophy amongst our 
like minded friends. 

When | first met\ your grandfather. | remember hanging out with 
real deal Satanists. It/wasn't a trend Jike it is today, Wed get in 
a room. and talh\about real\controversial shit, We d chuckle. laugh 
and argue. It was always a conversation that\never seemed.to end. 
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1 loved it. Anytime I can get a hold of a real Satanist. we're gonna 
sit for hours and fuching talh and learn and challenge each other, 
That's a big part of what Satanism is to me. The conversation 
doesn't ever stop. It's gonna grow for 10.000 years. unlike the dead 
religion of Christianity. the dead religion of Judaism. and the dead 
religion of Muhammad. Those all stopped! Satanism doesn’t ever 
have to stop. { think it's fluid. Satanism. much like the Satanist. 
doesn't stich to the wall. What do you think about that? 

Stanton Lo Vey 
1 see what you're saying, Satanism is like Greek and Roman 
philosophy with much debate and dispute amongst philosophers as 
to what was right and true. and what was wrong or false. and what 
philosophy was going to stich. and what wasn't. It's more like 
Satanism isn't a philosophy Satanism is philosophy, It's philosophy 
for the modern human. People need to temper their understanding 
from Satanism as a religion. to Satanism being philosophy for the 
now and for the future. 

Shane Bughee 
But how can there be rules to Satanism? How can you tell someone 
to do something? When we met. one of the first things we agreed 
upon was that you. |. we can t control shit. Control is the ultimate 
illusion, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Well. they're not so much rules as they re suggestions. These 
suggestions are ways to more effectively utilize the philosophy 
of the Satanic to your benefit. Then it becomes something that is 
intended to mahe being or transitioning into a real'deal Satanist 
effortless. so that you don't come off like a poser. because that's 
the last thing anybody wants. If someone who actually holds real 
deal potential. accidentally comes off like a poser. it's difficult to 
recover. because the mold has been cast 

Shane Bugbee 
There have been times when ovr |reputations were unjustifiably 
dragged. One of the things that stichs to me. and really bothers 
me. is the claim that we're racist because we are Satanists, Have 
these people ever read the Satanic Bible? | put out Might is Right 
as a historical Satanic worh. There are articles that attach me 
to the Church: of Satan. because! worked with Anton LaVey. and 
they assume I'ma Nazi or racist. Do you have any idea of how that 
happens? 

Stanton Loa Vey 
I'm pretty stumped by it too. think that early om they were 
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loohing for things they could peg Anton as. and racist became one 
of their early ones. It used to be really popular to call someone a 
commie or a commie sympathizer. and it's basically just slander and 
a way for people to scapegoat Satanism. 

Whatever truth there is to it is only circumstantial, People have 
hangers on. Boyd Rice is that. you hnow the hind that lends a little 
bit of merit to that complaint of racism just because. you hnow. 
he's. he's been hnown to pull that card sometimes. 

Shane Bughee 
Right. right And | think it’s more than your grandfather's legacy. 
I'm talking about us. As this is coming from the 90s. I'm a little 
older than you. but we dealt in shoch. We dealt with awful 
subjects. racial issues. and all the taboos. | used that stuff ina 
contrarian way, | put it out there to shock people. 

} never put it out there to endorse it. | don't want to hurt people's 
feelings. {‘m not loohing to hurt unknown people's feelings. |! 
should say. | want to focus my pain and revenge on others through 
art, 

We come from a shoch era. We're part of the aesthetic terrorism 
movement, That's an art movement that isn't being recognized in 
museums or in any mainstream places. But we were and are a class 
of artists, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
It. will be 

Shane Bughee 
We are aclass of artists that tooh the torch from the hippies. We 
saw they weren et doing enough,’ "You guys didn’t do enough. We see 
what your peace got us. nothing! We want this fuching place to 
burn now. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
1 grew up around Nicholas Shreh. Boyd Rice. Bob Heich and all 
these guys that were bozo neo™~ nazi types who were really 
misrepresenting Satanism anyway. In certain respects. they were 
adequate representatives for the movement. They would go on TV 
and represent the Church of ‘Satan when Anton didn't want to. But 
how good it actually was for the movement. | can't really say, It 
could very well be that) it's\because of the Boyd Rices and, and the 
Bob Heichs, and)the Peter Gilmores. that we have this problem with 
Satanism being connected to neo nazis. They're \all very\right7 
wing National Socialist freaks, They wear it on their sleeve, 
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Shane Bughee 
1 want to see that white supremacy is no longer accepted in the 
country. A lot of white supremacists are now gravitating towards 
Satanism. tahing our symbols and saying & join us join us we're hate 
filled and we're about Satan’. but they’ re not Satanists. They're 
about white supremacy, They're using something | love. something 
that saved my life and helped me open up my mind. They're using 
friends of mine that are young naive and angry. When you're angry. 
you can be fooled into following a dangerous path. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah. unfortunately we're too far past that point of trying to re— 
teach people before it's too late. It is too late. The stigma exists 
and it's going to be very difficult to separate Satanism from it. 

Shane Bughee 
1 see us in such an early stage of something that {is going to last 
for thousands of years. | can't believe I'm part of something that's 
really gonna fuching last that long, It's really cool to be worhing on 
and attached to something that's gonna go for 10.000 fuchin’ years. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
It's amazing. We're part of a new mythology, 

Shane Bughee 
As we re talhing about racism. | see the internet as the Satanic 
Savior and the internet is the modern Cthulhu ripping the shit out 
of the world. 

When we spohe Stanton. we spohe about lifting up women and 
people of color. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
I think once we really get things underway and establish where 
we re going with Satanism. it will become apparent that we're 
interested in equal opportunity. We want people to have a fair 
chance to be viewed as intellectually or Satanically superior. 

Shane Bughee 
But in a world of few truths, inva world of so much noise. how do 
we define Satanism for the next [0.000 years? How do we call out 
the posers? How do we fuching-say/ That motherfucher s a poser!! 

Stanton Lo Vey 
We've got some pretty strong examples of posers. determined 
enough in/their efforts to rise above poserdom. and into a level\of 
pseudo” authenticity, It's not a matter of spotting them. It's a 
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matter of preventing them at this point. because you're not going 
to spot them until it's too late. Once they've tahen hold. they’ re 
like the cowboy at a rodeo, Once they get a grip on you. and they ve 
got their heels in. then they don't let go easily, 

Shane “Bughee 
1 think they re like fungus. a toe fungus. The Satanic ghetto is full 
of the mentally ill and criminals. And then | see a lot of politicians 
who are avowed Christians. and unintentional Satanists, These are 
the successful ones. These are the ones navigating the world and 
really showing the successful formula of Satanism. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Politicians. man. We need them. You can't fuch them. and you can't 
hill them. But you can get fucked by them. 

Shane Bughee 
} feel this torture. loohing at the political monster that | helped 
start in The Satanic Temple 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah. that's the direction that was gonna turn, 

Shane Bughee 
So there's this pain | have seeing this beast | created. and {*m mad. 
I'm fuching pissed about it. | love when you say yovu' re, not going 
to spot them until it’s too late. We have to stop them.” 

So. What do you do when the hooks are so deep and political? } had 
advised the Satanic temple that. as far as the Satanic ghetto we 
were loohing to exploit. most of the poor don't give a fuch about 
anything but that fuching goat on a T~ shirt. for that’ s enough 
to scare away the status” quo that has victimised the underclass, 
Do you want followers? You. put the goat on the t— shirt. and they 
won't give a fuch about what you’ re saying afterwards. They're 
mesmerized by that fuching’ "dangerous symbol, 

But after some time. after the johe became serious | mean. it's 
lihe fuched up to recruit ignorant people who are really trying\ta 
see Satanism as this quest fior\hnowledge. And the Satsnist are 
basically fuching nerds. so | can see/ why the ignorant would\be 
attracted to the Satanist. 

Stanton La Vey 
Really cool looking nerds. 
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Shane Bughee 
1 hnew | had to fix this problem that | started with the Satanic 
Temple. | thought that the only fuching Satanic scholar | can think 
of that | had not spohen to is Stanton LaVey,.’ "How can you not be 
a Satanic scholar?” You're a person who was raised in it. and your 
grandfather was probably your male role model. It was embedded 
in you from the day you were born. You've lived the lifestyle this 
whole time. Being a public Satanist fs dangerous. You can get hilled 
as a die hard Satanist. yet we refuse to give up. 

Stanton Loa Vey 
And the threat comes from either side of things. the Satanic side 
and the Christian side, 

Shane Bughee 
I've talked about Satanism for three decades. and Satan talh gets 
fuching boring. ohay? Everyone says the same fuching things. When 
Peter Gilmore [ current High Priest in the Church of Satan] put out 
the word not to talh to you bach then. | wondered why he said 
that. After spending time with you. | understand why Peter is 
threatened by you. It's thrilling to hear the things that come out 
of your mouth. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
I'm too dangerous for their intelligencia to come speah to me. 

Shane Bughee 
That's incredible. To me. not harvesting your hnowledge is the 
exact opposite of what this philosophy is about. You'd think they 
would want to further the understanding of it. since it's so young, 

Stanton ‘Co Vey 
They should want to gain what it is that they're seehing in the 
first place. 

Shane Bugbee 
Yeah. exactly! That's where I'm at. \want to gain everything I'm 
seehing, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
And why aren't they? Why are they not interested in the same? 

Shane Bughee 
| can guess. wee s say | consider myself a hing. It's hard for hings to 
meet, There's a lot of ego involved. The only thing that can bring 
you beyond the ego of a hing is love, or a passion for something 
beyond the self, 
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Stanton Lo Vey 
Well. Peter Gillmore. by all terms and in every way possible. is never 
permitted to meet me. And if | can do anything to prevent it. with 
all of the resources that { have. I'll see to it that there will never 
be a day that Peter Gilmore gets the opportunity to meet me. 

Shane Bughee 
Why is that? 

Stanton Lo Vey 
First. | don't want him to feel as though he has any opportunity to 
reconcile. nor any hind of room to try to mahe matters worse. From 
everything he has said. | don't see any reason why he would want 
to meet me. So it shouldn't be that difficult to see to it that he 
doesn't. But people do change their minds, 

Shane Bughee 
It's unfortunate. | think of all the stuff you've been through. and 
you've been through a lot, It's hard to account for. without being 
upset. You seem to deal with it the best you can. | went to hang 
out with you and | watched how you operate. how you juggle things. 
and how we fuching survive this stuff like what you've been 
through. and what I've been through. just on the Satanic front. 
apart from the personal front. That's a motherfucher to survive. 
especially while people within Satanism are hiching you. 

Stanton Loa Vey 
Yes, Everything from speculation as to who my father might be. to 
being targeted as some sort of a sex criminal. That just straight up 
put me under the iron fist of the law. They were trying to charge 
me with something that was later dismissed because there was no 
evidence whatsoever. 

Shane Bugbee 
I literally got run out of a few towns on account of my connection 
to Satanism. | had a soda pop company in Minnesota. and when 
they found out I was a Satanist or had a friendship with Anton 
LaVey. the shunning. began. it wash "t fun to be in that situation, A 
lot of Satanists ashed Peter) "Why aren't.you defending this guy? 
Why aren't you saying anything public about this unjust situation? 
Shane didn’ t do anything fuching wrong. All he did was mahe-a soda 
company. A lot of COS people were upset by that because they saw 
it was unjust. That was a hard time because when they run you ovt 
of town. you lose everything, 
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Stanton Lo Vey 
You lose a lot. You lose respect from so many people. And the COS 
tried blacklisting me early. They made me out to be the Cliffsnotes 
in Anton's story, After his death. the COS posted on their site 
that I'm the offspring of Zeena LaVey. and that | really didn't have 
anything to do with Anton. It couldn't have been further from the 
truth. So many accomplished people achnowledged my relationship 
to Anton. When | met Pat Smear from The Germs. he rattled off all 
these reasons | was named after the lead character in Nightmare 
Alley. He was very proud of himself for hnowing all about my name. 
We immediately became fast friends, Marilyn Manson invited me to 
live with him for nearly six months. And yet. Peter Gilmore never 
invited me to attend a ceremony or anything, 

Shane Bughee 
We spohe yesterday about unity. You spohe about the need to unify. 
and {| don't agree with Unity, | don't think unity is ever possible. 
There are moments where people will-unify. like during a flood. and 
friends and enemies. everyone gets together and they're bagging 
sand, But after that. their like "fuck you. motherf ucher. you owe 
me money for that sand, So. {| see these moments of unity and 
opportunities. but | don't foresee a sustained unity, It's really hard 
to heep unity alive for a long period of time. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
There are so many different Satanic grottoes. groups. churches. 
and denominations. Every legitimate Satanic faction should adhere 
to a common baseline or standard. agreeing to uphold hey elements, 
When they meet the requirements. they are sanctioned by the 
Allied Satanic Federation. or whatever name we decided upon. 

Shane Bughee 
I'm going to disagree with you on something there. You said there 
should be. And {'m gonna say there will be! 

Stanton Lo Vey 
That's the idea. | think it's necessary. It's the type of thing 
that unless the majority of Satanists really are phonies. which | 
don't think they are. they will recognize the need for a core belief 
system. 

Shane/Bughbee 
| agree to a point. I've had / arguments with hids online. They claim 
“ 1€ could be anything | want it ‘to be, it's Satanic. And | tell them 
it can’t be everything. because then it becomes nothing, 



Stanton Lo Vey 
It's really sad. How many people have that concept so wrong, 

Shane Bughee 
That's when my trouble starts. because | hate to admit it. | opened 
up that floodgate. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah. well. at least you're tahing responsibility, 

Shane Bughee 
1am. That's why I came out to see you. and I'm doing this. | 
watched something that | actually appreciate crumble and become 
nothing. and everyone's doing it now because | showed them how 
easy it was. | don't hnow. but fuch.: what am I going to do? 

Stanton Lo Vey 
If we are to gain anything of importance from these conversations. 
it would be to get The Satanic Temple. the Church of Satan. and 
other potential. or viable enterprises on board to understand 
that a common Satanic standard is needed. Without it. they're 
just a bunch of floundering quasi” groups with no definitive 
measurement as to which are legitimate versus which are phony. A 
litmus test needs to be created so we can measure. qualify. verify 
and certify Satanic authenticity, 

Shane Bugbee 
Ohay. so I'm gonna go bach to something you'said, You believe most 
Satanists aren't posers. and I'm with you on that. | think most of 
these young hids are seehers, They're interested. They're drawn to 
that goat. There's something there immediately. and they’ re not 
afraid of it, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
These hids are hardcore Satanists/in that they're seehing: 
apparently without fear. They're willing to tahe on the devil's 
name in some cases. and that's really cool, | like that. Some of 
them will find themselves in Satanism. Some of them won't. 
But you can't call them posers, because they're not going into\it 
maliciously just to put on a show, 

Shone/Bugbee 
! renounced the book Might is\Right\on November 9. 2016. my 
birthday. It- was also the day Trump won the presidential 
campaign. The weeh following that. I/received over 200 emails 
white supremists. nazis andall these idiots saying: "thanks for 
putting out Might is Right. We're here now. we're\here. You've 
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done it,” So! tooh it off sale right around then. By the end of 
December. President Obama mentioned might is right and | was the 
motherfucher who took that around the world. | had blach metal 
bands touring that in the 90s, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
So Obama mentioned it? No way! 

Shane Bughee 
Yeah. by name. So here chech this out. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
In reference to what? 

Shane Bughee 
To Trump. To exactly the hundreds of emails | got three weeks 
prior. So imagine this. a junior high dropout. lived in his car. from 
plumber stoch. | don't have the fuching mentality to deal with 
that. That_was and is fuching surreal. Ohay. | got 200 emails. fine, 
Fuching. Whatever. I'm used to shit like that. What the fuch?! 
President Obama mentioned. might is right. Guess what happened 
the next weeh? The fuching weeh after the pope mentions it. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
The Pope? 

Shane Bugbee 
The fuching Pope. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Whoa. 

Shane Bughee 
So for me. I'm fuching tripping. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah! They re only the world's/most\important leaders. 

Shane Bughee 
Right. So I'm freahing out. I‘m\really freaking out. I'm not with 
this interpretation. They're missing something, They're missing 
a lot. and I can't figure out how to say it in a fuching soundbite. 
I'm also challenged because I'm like. "Hey. 1 could probably mahe | 
a lot of Fuching money right now cozying up to (the Trump fans. 
So | was in that position and } couldn’t do it, | gave up on Might 
is Right, Fuch this whole thing. But then I saw Generation Z. They 
have an interpretation of it: It's not.’ bad or good. They don't have 
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the 0 1 dichotomy, | thought we might reapproach this book and 
maybe explain it a little more. and add to it. | spohe to Doug from 
the Satanic Temple. He did the artwork for Might is Right. but 
he's a fascist. So he liked Might Is Right. for all the hater reasons, 
We talhed about doing Might is Right booh number two. | wanted 
to add shit. like when | Jooh at the eagle as a predator. it's nota 
perverse predator. It has a symbiotic relationship with its food. All 
predators do. We're all prey. And we're all predators. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Absolutely 

Shane Bughee 
Might is Right is just an angry rant. But it could be more if we 
added compassion and empathy, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
And then and then. of course. it becomes tada™ the Satanic Bible. 

Shane Bughee 
Right? Exactly. Yeah. | get that. But I'm feeling one booh. and I'm 
dealing with the interpretation of Might is Right. New generations 
create new words. So Gen Z they're there. they have new words. and 
they're interpreting things differently, So these boohs. this work 
has to be interpreted so they can relate in order to argue or agree, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
We need to make a booh of Baphomet and make it based-on this, 

Shane Bughee 
Right. I love it. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
That would be a great tichet to sell. 

Let's do it. [love this. 

| think that's the tichet. | mean. if we're going to mahe a booh. 
that's going to be a thing that's going to capitalize appropriately 
on\the Baphomet. As you mentioned early on in this conversation 
when they see the goat. it immediately begins speahing to them, 
The fable of the Brazen Head still rings true. People receive acall 
through the goat, 

Shane Bughbee 
That's when | started to leave the Satanic Temple. We were. talhing 
about doing statues. The Original statue, it was gonna be one. of 
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my sculptures. it wasn't going to be a Baphomet. it was gonna bea 
Satanic sculpture. and it was going to be in Florida. Well. my buddy 
Edwin Kagan [ died March 28. 2014 at 73] of the American Atheists 
called me. If you were an atheist and got thrown out of a place 
because you’ re an atheist. he'd sue the fuch out of people. And 
so Edwin said. ° "Hey. please don't do this Shane. because | have a 
court case down there. and this could compromise the case. And 
so it started to morph into this Baphomet statue. Doug sent me 
shetches. and it was missing the female breasts, Doug said that it 
was by design. It's a man's world.” It just seemed really weird at 
that point. | mean. that's full out sexist. The guy who funds the 
Satanic Temple added the children. his odd focus an children was, 
well. odd as fuch. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
How do the women involved in the Satanic Temple not see the 
sexism of redesigning Baphomet’s breasts as masculine? 

Shane Bughee 
If that becomes an issue. they focus the attention on another issue 
like abortion, 

The Satanic Temple really pissed me off when they put out some 
rhetoric about your grandfather, They made fun of the salad 
dressing test. And I'm like. you motherfuchers. that's blue collar. 
That's a brilliant observation from a person watching hundreds and 
hundreds of people a day. talhing to them. debating them. studying 
them. and understanding them like a paid for scientist never could. 

Stanton ‘Lo Vey 
It just goes to show how little the carbon copy understands the 
original. 

Shane Bughee 
{ understand it. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
1 know. But you're not a carbon copy, You're part of the original, 
The carbon copy that is by design made as a copy does not 
understand the original. And)\in this,instance. the carbon copy 
doesn't even understand what it s made from. 

Shane Bughee 
| agree with what you're saying. But what is their interpretation? 
What do they understand? What bothers me so much is that they’ re 
thinking / “Hey. we can tahe a shot at this guy because we're Ivy 
League. We're white collar and we own Satanism now. Upper middle 
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class hids are coming to us. We can mahe fun of the serfs and poor 
people, They can't relate with the fry cooh. They can't relate with 
the Salad Dressing test. It infuriates me that they're tahing a jab 
at the worhing class stoch. I get that their interpretation is that 
Anton LaVey is laughable. "we can tahe this. because he's a fuching 
clown.” 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Anton was not very quich to discriminate or shut people out. He 
gave people chances to find themselves in Satanism and become who 
they really are. He gave people a fair chance and didn't discriminate 
against broad classes and cross sections of humanity, 

Shane Bughee 
Yeah. | think the upper crust of the Satanic temple also find a 
sadistic pleasure in hurting the underclass. Doug has studied his 
entire life on how to play with emotions. The guy comes in and 
mahes fun of the fat chich. hnowing the more that he triggers 
her insecurity. the harder she*s gonna such and fuch. And | don't 
mean to be crude. but this is how some fuching assholes are. They 
understand they have a victim. They understand. ° "Hey. 1 can mahe 
fun of this person and beat on their insecurities until they become 
a fuching slave. And that's just what Doug is doing. When he 
illustrates the salad dressing test as a johe. he's mahing all the fry 
coohs and lower rung ashamed that they're mahing the same hind 
of observations as Anton did. That really fuching bothers me. 

When you said your grandfather Anton gave people chances to find 
themselves. that he wasn't quich to shut people out. that's exactly 
it. I"m a ,motherfuching Jr. High drop" out. | was living in-my car 
He said” Yeah. come by and see me. You want to put this booh 
out? Very courageous. very brave. {t was so cool! Dude. accepted 
me. when people have been treating me like shit my whole fuching 
life. | bet Anton treated me the same as every motherfucher that 
walhed in there. You hnow. ’ Sit déwn here. I'm gonna play the 
organ. Have some cookies.” 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah. and then he turned you into\a/roch star. 

Shane Bughee 
Yeah. guess so. Yes. You hnow what. this is what burns my ass 
too. I'm an artist. | understood when | left Anton LaVey's home. 
| had seen an artist.\ This guy’s a fuching artist: and artists are 
hustlers, We steal ideas to make them ours. $o | loohed up to him 
as anartist. And it's a bummer about how he's|not loohed at as an 
artist. 



Stanton Lo Vey 
Well. we're worhing on that presently, 

Shane Bughee 
When I see the Baphomet. | see feminine and masculine. of course. 
So | see the ability to nurture my feminine side. and my masculine 
side. And | think there are times when we should be very gentle. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah 

Shane Bughee 
And when we can. explore the masculine. What f hear in the wohe 
movement is something like “ Hey. just be considerate. man. Why 
you fuching calling me names? | did nothing to you." | mean. these 
general derogatory terms. like the N word or anything like that are 
just garbage. And I've come around. I'm like. Ohay. I get you. Yeah: | 
don't want to hurt your feelings. You're my friend. | want to hurt 
people that have hurt me and not in such a simple way as general 
name calling... | want my words to cut so deep you wish you never 
met me. let alone fucked with me. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
1 feel very similar, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
So Shane. What do you propose we do about The Satanic Temple? 

Shane Bughee 
} propose an annual Day of Rechoning on April 30. Walpurgis. Anyone 
into Satanism can have a global online conversation about Satanism, 
From that conversation may come a spark of a good idea. {| think 
opening criticism. argument and debate to one day a year is a really 
good idea. We can explore the way in which Satanism fits today's 
world. environmentally. socially./and politically. with Anton 
LaVey's theories, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Are you proposing an annual get together or Retreat or something? 

Shone/Bugbee 
Yeah, but online. You don't/have to be present. You just put 
the hashtag up # satanicalmanac . like # satanicalmanac2022. 
# satanicalmanac2023. and so on, If we get millions of people doing 
this. It's going to be intense, 
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Stanton Lo Vey 
It'd be nice. It'd be nice if we could have a core group of people 
actually present. like a fireside chat. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
It would be nice if we could broadcast an annual fireside chat of 
core people. which would then be archived, Perhaps the panel could 
be on LSD or something groovy. That would encourage a lot of people 
to sign in to watch live and participate long distance, 

Shane Bughee 
Oh. | absolutely love that. And | think Walpurgis should be the new 
Christmas, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
We should incorporate LSD use if possible. 

Shane Bughee 
A Satanic get together. We can have 10.000 fires going across the 
globe. Blach flames burning bright. and we can all meet online or 
in video chats. We can figure this out with technology, Like I said. 
hashtags. whatever the modern technologies are at that time. 

Shane Bughee 
What ould 1 have done had | taken control of the Satanic Temple 
or Satanism in general? If The Satanic Temple’ s goal was to 
Jampoon the government and highlight the need to tax churches. 
they seem to have lost their way. and in the process. they became 
what they denounced: a religion. Religion is where philosophy goes 
to die, Satanism is a philosophy that pursues hnowledge and seehs 
truth. Satanism should be more like a school. not a religion. 

Satanism is not purely academic. it is also personal. Imagine self— 
improvement. with a Satanic life coach. or a Satanic discussion 
group to help you explore. interpret and apply Satanic philosophy, 
Envision creating your own logo. your own Baphomet. your own 
family crest. You are expressive.| you are a creative person. you 
build your own philosophy. and maybe that ties in with Satanic 
philosophy in particular and maybe it doesn't. because philosophy 
is) fluid. Satanism is fluid. We humans are 70/0 water. Fluid erodes 
everything. | embrace a fluid philosophy that erodes constructs, 

Satanism is also\an organism as expressed by a one mind concept, 
For example. tahe\a herd of\elephants, They connect psychically: 
and that's not to say they hnow what's going on in each other's 
head. but there's a different intuition when you're in a herd 
of elephants or a group of humans. There's a\stronger intuition 
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when you're all linked. That is what makes Satanism the religion 
dangerous. | see Satanism as America's Buddhism. By Buddhism. |! 
mean the philosophy and not the religion, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
It's good. It's good stuff. Man. there's so much in there to expand 
on. 
1 agree with you. If Satanism was ever to be considered ahin to 
another belief system. it certainly is closer to Buddhism than 
anything else. with a sort of live and let live approach to life. 
Satanism of course. is a little bit more aggressive. because life is 
not always full of live and let live approaches. There are far too 
many instances in life where it's more like. live and let die. hill and 
let live. or some combination thereof , But ona strictly elemental 
level. yes. Satanism is most closely likened to Buddhism. 

We recognize it as not being an ideal religion to be called a religion. 
It's a disservice to the expanse that Satanism encompasses. to 
limit it to that of a religion. A religion is typically just enough. 
and never more. when it comes to how it services its membership. 
And | think you agree with this. or | don't think that we would be 
worhing together. | believe that Satanism deserves. demands and 
requires more given bach to the members: in terms of quality of 
existence. in terms of quality of thought. in terms of sincerity of 
approach. and in terms of empathy towards your hinfolh or your 
peers. When we talk about the five point agenda. it's something 
like this. that is being designed to fit in between the crachs. and 
serve as the putty to fuse it all together, This is not at all a new 
problem that we are approaching to fix. It's just that it's tahen 
this long for some people like yourself and myself to come forward. 
who have enough credibility that people will tahe our word 
seriously. and consider the things that we have to say, Although 
they might not sound Satanic right out the gate. if they give it 
a test drive and sort of affix it to their normal daily protocol. 
they might be surprised to find that what we're working towards 
delivering is exactly what the doctor ordered. 

Shane Bughee 
As far as American Buddhism. when! say that. it's basically like 
marketing, It's not to say that this is Buddhism. It's to say. 
Buddhism isn't going to work in America, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
No. 
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Shane Bughee 
This is America's Buddhism. We're cool. We're chill. Yes. we'll hill 

you. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
That mahes a ton more sense. [t would be wise to preface that 
concept with what you just said. anytime that you deliver it. 
because that makes it stich: What you just said right now was the 
perfect preface that | didn't hear prior because you were broad 
speahing about Satanism as a whole. and not zeroing in on little 
details, Satanism is not Buddhism or ahin to Buddhism. per se. But 
it is the closest that the West is ever going to be able to indulge in 
a religion like Buddhism. 

Shane Bughee 
When I say Satanism is America® s Buddhism.” it's to provohe 
people to ash’ “why?” and “how?” | want them to ash" how do 
ou explain this? How do you explain desire?” And | would reply 
responsibility to the responsible. We have to be responsible about 

it, We have greed and lust. but we also have a responsibility there, 

1 think that's what Buddhism ifs saying. Desire is going to fuck you 
up. And what we would say in America is desire isn't the source of 
suffering, it’s the goal. but it can cause an addiction, You can get 
fuching lost in that pussy or that drug or that which you desire. so 
be careful, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
This is where empathy comes into play too. The old school Satanist 
might see his neighbor's wife and covet her and thinh. "Oh, it's 
ohay, I'm a Satanist. | can bang my neighbor's wife all day. if | 
want to, | work from home. {t's his dumb luch that he has to 
leave for the day.” But | think that there are two angles that are 
important to observe in tahing an approach like this. A Satanist 
might be very well setting themselves up. not just for failure. but 
also for a major letdown in their life. We don't live in a forgive and 
forget world anymore..Although we live in a world of pussification 
that's not to say that we live\in a world full of pussies, There's 
a whole lot of pussification goitng\on, That doesn't mean that 
America's overflowing with pussies, And there's plenty of non 
Satanic types that certainly don't-turn the other cheeh. And. I 
think that even at its most bedroch empathy would be something 
that this line of thought would be covered in the point of empathy 
in your five point structure. 

The hey texts of our religion were written in\!966.The first.major 
split in the COS happened\in\I975. and then another split came 
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around 2001, We have to Jookh at the pattern of the time line. and 
the changes that have occurred. In the old days. a Satanist could 
feel however he wanted to feel. or do whatever he wanted about 
his neighbor. or what have you. But that was when his neighbor was 
very likely a Christian. or some denomination thereof. Nowadays. 
though. your next door neighbor might be your closest shot at a 
best friend. and they might not be so Christian at all. In fact. with 
Satanism more and more on the rise. there may be a Satanist. other 
than yourself. living on your own bloch. This gives room for us to 
think | "Ohay, am | going to treat somebody blindly? The way | might 
have treated them blindly 10"— 20 years ago?” Well. you might be 
surprised by how they react. and this type of stuff is how we get 
to a point where we need to mahe these radical changes for things 
to be able to work at all. 

Shane Bughee 
Yes! Fluid. Yes! 

So | want to say something about the fuching the neighbors 
partner. | think not coveting the neighbor has always been solid 
advice. But I'm from Chicago. You" I get fuching your shull split 
quich. For me. I've always thought ’ 4 don’ t want to get hurt. so 
why would | go tahe my neighbors shit?” 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah. exactly, 

Shane Bugbee 
1 mean. if my neighbor loans me a shovel and forgets about it | 
might forget to tell him. | get that. ohay. We're all scumbags 
sometimes. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
But that's not how Satanism had been presented. In the past. 
Satanism was presented as "tahe what's for the tahing, 

Shane Bugbee 
Yeah. as Iong as you don't get caught! 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah. that's all that everything boils down to. as long as you don't 
get caught. 

Shane Bugbee 
And | think that's garbage. You do too? 
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Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah. | think it's garbage. Yeah. I've lived my life under that 
philosophy enough to hnow that's no way to become the person 
that you want to be, 

Shane Bughee 
Well. we're living examples of some really cool things in Satanism 
and some really fuched up things in Satanism. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah. and a whole bunch of really terrible things. 

Shane Bughee 
We've lived it. We ve survived much. there s strength in that. I'm 
with you man. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah 

Shane Bughee 
And it bothers me that so many people want to get into Satanism. 
not to explore their dark side. but to cover up a darh side. or 
clinical mental illness. I've found the Satanic criminals are NOT just 
a criminal out of desperation or addiction. but rather a person who 
is a criminal across the board. to their very core. 

Stanton La Vey 
Then there's the embarrassment of familial transgressions into 
mainstream religion. They would convert from Christianity to 
Satanism and then use Satanism to cover up the fact that they 
came from a Christian bachground. They wouldn't even speah 
about it. This act of denial is the exact opposite of what any 
type of Satanic approach is supposed to be. We're not supposed 
to encourage or live in denial. We're supposed to play with our 
hangups. There was a married couple. self avowed Satanists, One 
of them had a secret life. and ft mever made sense to me. That 
person's not a Satanist. They're just using it. to walk around;town 
or get away with things or be looked at in dark ways. When they're 
really not. They're just repressed.\There's a lot of reparations to 
be\made. first to bring things bach on trach. and then mowing in the 
right direction. 

Shane Bughee 
Those bhings really bum me\out, When you started this off saying. 
”} think we agree|on Satanism and where it should go. I \do-agree 
with you on most of that. lt goes bach to when {\told you your 
grandfather treated me with respect. like. in areal way, He heard 
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me. and that was cool. Most people of note don't hear poor people. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah. that's something | can relate to. My grandfather was one of 
the few people that didn’ t patronize me as a little hid. When he 
would ash me about something that he could tell was important to 
me. he was genuinely curious and genuinely interested in hearing 
my answer, He would wait. pause and listen to my answer. and 
then he would communicate with me. It wasn't traditional, There 
was nothing traditional in my family. except our traditions. But of 
course. it was unorthodox too. He was really cool about encouraging 
me to not just put the brahes on at Satanism. but to go venturing 
on beyond. and to explore the path of making my own philosophy in 
life. I've always considered myself very luchy that | was told from 
the start. "this world is yours to experience and interpret however 
you choose. and no one's going to ever dare fault you for it. And if 
they do. it's their problem. not yours. 

Shane Bughee 
Oh man. when I went into the black house to meet your 
grandfather. It was a total novelty to me. It wasn't until the day 
before | went and had to tell my friend that 1 needed to give their 
phone number to Blanche [ Anton LaVey's wife ] because she's 
going to call when the time's right. and Anton is up and feeling like 
meeting. Then people started to get weird and nervous around me, 
And | was like. Whoa. this is a bigger deal than meeting a celebrity, 
Because you could feel that energy around people. They were like. 
it was scary and exciting for them but to me it wasn't. But when 
1 got in there. | was like. well. dude is cool, But when I left. I was 
like. dude is magic. He fuching spun me like. it was ‘just magical. | 
went in there a total sheptic. didn't give a fuch. you hnow. And 
1 left really caring and really digging him and one of the biggest 
things that | tripped on was he was a fry cooh. And that meant 
someone was representing my class of person. my people. And he 
was watching plumbers and what/they ate as he coohed it for 
them. and thinking about what they were saying and being able 
to start defining humanity in a way that inspired me to want to 
define love. And people will say you can't. Well maybe I will, Don't 
tell me I can't. Maybe I'll fucking get a fry cooh job. And I'll figure 
out love. bitch. Cuz your grandfather set that example. So I'm bold 
enough to think before | die !\willwhave defined love. Maybe not. but 
it’s worth a shot, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah. 
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Shane Bughee 
1 do think people are not courageous enough in general. like 
no one ashs for more, Want a raise? You ash for more money. 
They've got it. ash for more. Keep ashing for more. Hammer those 
motherfuchers with your value. You hnow. a general strike would 
set shit straight in this country immediately. If people just said 
"we're not giving you the only value we have to this system. you're 
gonna have to mahe a deal with us. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
You hnow what | think? | think that a mandatory class in terms of 
curriculum for the Satanic School we are discussing. would be sales. 
I'm talking hardcore. closing deals. car selling sales. and selling 
whatever and being able to sell anything to anyone type of sales. 

Shane Bughee 
1 love that, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Training Satanists to view themselves as what they're selling. Go 
into the sales thing with the understanding that you're selling 
them on yourself. Because in life that's what everything boils 
down to is how well you can sell someone on yourself, 

Shane Bugbee 
As we have this conversation. it's not concrete or bedroch. It's 

just a shetch or an idea. As I ve said. I like to think of Satanism as 
water: it erodes other beliefs. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Absolutely, ft is in line with Anton's whole idea of humanity. 
with its preferences and tendencies on an ever swinging pendulum, 
When it reaches one far point. it's just inevitable. It's like a force 
of nature. that it recedes and goes bach the other direction. It's 
hind of like what's right today is/wrong tomorrow. what's wrong 
tomorrow Will be right again. the next day, What's God now. was 
once upon a time Satan. and is/becoming so again. When Anton 
proclaimed year one as the age of Satan. he meant in this new age 
of Satan. not the first age of Satan. And it's just a coming bach 
around to an ancient way of \thinking that has always been with us. 

Shone/Bugbee 
When you talk about the ancient. the/first age of Satanism |! 
always see that as/defined by Christianity, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
I'm going bach before Christianity, 
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Shane Bughbee 
When people come at me about Satan. | usually have to explain. 
“No. no. that's the Christian Satan." Dr. LaVey tooh the concept 
of Satan and said” we're gonna own this. You're not going to tell us 
what sinners are, We're gonna explain what we are. And we're not 
sinners. We live. And so that's how | see it. 

What is the first age of Satan? 

Stanton Lo Vey 
This is the first age of Satan that we're aware of in recorded 
history, 

Anton viewed Satanism as something that was inevitable. and 
he was absolutely right. When you look at the history of Satanic 
cults in America. there were some that predated Anton s Church 
of Satan. They existed and operated underground. Anton had a 
combination of the eyes to perceive, and the charisma that was 
needed. at the right moment in time. to put together a Satanism 
for the mainstream. | think Anton wasn t too involved in the 
Church of Satan in his latter years. because he saw Satanism 
as already flourishing. and his work was done. He was true to 
Satanism. in that he lived for himself. his needs and his desires, 
Anything that came after him. didn't matter. to the extent that he 
didn't leave a will, 

Shane Bugbee 
I've heard someone describe a Satanist as a person who will put up 
their sail and go the way the wind blows the hardest. I couldn't 
relate to that. I'm the adversary. When the wind s blowing that 
way. I'm sheptical, I'm not into popular culture. so | always 
thought that was like a weird statement to say Satanists go with 
the wind. I'm against the consensus. In general. I'm against what's 
popular. | fuching hate participating in anything that's popular, 
Even if | like it. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
You'll find a less popular alternative. Haha, 

Shane Bugbee 
Yeah. exactly. | just want to find something else. You hnow. 
fuch everyone. | just thinh/ it's not interesting when everyone's 
interested in it. I feel lihe Satanists are at the forefront of 
everything, We're the canaries in the coal mine. the \hipsters. the 
people who wore Zoot suits and got beat in the streets for wearing 
them. When you see pictures of Anton LaVey\in his zoot suit . he 
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looks cool. Dr. LavVey was a hipster because he was so ahead of his 
time, Satanists are ahead of their time. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
He resented hippies. despite the fact that they had so much in 
common with him. It's as if he resented them for having so much in 
common with him. But at the same time. they misrepresented what 
he was about in terms of machismo and stuff like that. 

Shane Bughee 
} remember that | met him with the intention of meeting a cool 
pop culture icon. When I left the Blach House. | realized that the 
dude was complex. | really enjoyed my time with him. I felt like he 
was a Deadhead. but a goth” Deadhead. He was beyond cool. like a 
mobster, They're cool. but you hnow not to fuch with.them. Even 
as an old man. Anton had a vibe like dude would still fuch me up. 
even if he was going down. he was gonna gouge my eye. He's gonna 
get a shot in. 

Stanton Lo Vey, 
Anton did write. "be dangerous. even in defeat,’ And he never let 
go of his Chicago roots when he moved to California. In fact. | think 
that moving to California and being so immersed in the Western 
pop culture that he saw sprouting up around him. made him become 
that much more nostalgic for the old days and the way things used 
to be. That environment became his inspiration and catalyst for 
defining nostalgia to the Western mind. 

Shane Bugbee 
Interesting. How? 

Stanton Lo Vey 
He presented things that were long out of fashion. He didn’t 
compose the music he played. It was mostly long forgotten gems 
of the 1910s or 1920s, It had a faint familiarity for people. and 
they wouldn't hnow exactly why, but it conjured something in 
them. People would experience/this warm sense of nostalgia. and 
attribute it to being in his presence, He also used many different 
forms of hypnosis to fix himself in/their hearts and minds. He was 
really brilliant. 

Shone/Bugbee 
Yeah, he was. You Know. we can talh about your grandfather all day 
long. But let's get bach to you. the LaVey of today! 

Nostalgia jis insidious. | go bach and forth on nostalgia. | get.caught 
in it. Other times | think of \it like in the Christian Bible. if you 



look bachwards. you turn to salt. I'm always forever forward. 
moving forward, I'm not into nostalgia so much. but | am. But I'm 
not, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Anton was very much the opposite in this regard. He was not 
loohing forward to the future. He understood that magic starts 
out pure. and becomes entropic over time. Everything was going to 
gradually. or in some cases more rapidly go to shit. so to speah. For 
the most part. he collected things from a time before he was born. 
Indulging in nostalgia. one is not confined to the years in which 
they've been alive on Earth. You. can be nostalgic for any period in 
history, It could be the era of the Roman Empire or Ancient Egypt. 
The Temple of Set utilizes ancient Egyptian visuals and concepts 
to illustrate and give verisimilitude to something that would 
otherwise be very difficult for most people to get into. 

Anton is the godfather of modern nostalgia. He was playing songs 
from the era of burlesque and directing shows at the Mitchell 
Brothers Theater. He engaged in BDSM. and turned it into Satanic 
rites, 

Shane Bughee 
This brings to mind a Satanic high principle that we ve decided to 
mahe the highest Iaw. expression. the highest law is expression and 
being creative. When I hear this. | hear a bunch of people using their 
imagination to conjure whatever is tichling their imagination bone. 

Stanton ‘Lo Vey 
Anton was the quintessential Satanist because he created it. he 
codified it. and he lived it. Satanism was the creative expression of 
Anton. 

Shane Bugbee 
I've always seen Anton as an artist. When people ash me about 
Satanism. | often reply that Satanism is an artistic movement. 
Anton. the hippies and the Blach Panthers all tooh advantage of the 
naivete of early TV news. They saw the world as a stage where they 
could do something shoching and’get their issues discussed on TV. | 
really love that whole era. The\underground was starting to get air 
time. In the underground. satire reigns supreme and Anton saw an 
opportunity. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
True. others were doing it. They just were not doing\as good of 
a job as he hnew he could. And that brings up\something else in 
regards to his aesthetic. Anton's Satanism took inspiration from 
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old horror movies like The Blach Cat. science fiction books and the 
circus midway, All these types of things that were nostalgic for 
Anton. Not only did he tahe in the aesthetic. he also codified their 
lessons into Satanism. 

It's funny because people see Anton as a law and order. man. But 
yeah. he may have been a Jaw and order. man. But we're talhing 
about the laws of 1930. not the laws of today. per se. And | think 
that brings us bach around to this idea that Anton agreed with you 
that Satanism is something that's ever morphing and evolving and 
changing and it is never just one thing, 

Shane Bughee 
{am opposed to calling anything I'm involved with a religion. | think 
one reason | grabbed onto Satanism was because it was a thinhing 
person's thing. and thinking never ends. If you come to a conclusion 
in your life. a lot of times it's probably not the best. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
That's an interesting point. Yeah. 

Shane Bughee 
And even with the Satanic Bible. someone will want to debate 
things. Other people can have their perceptions. but I'm going to 
read it the way ! want. | don't have to agree with everything that 
Anton fuching says. | make my own rules, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah. Just because it's called a Bible. doesn't automatically mahe it 
exactly so, 

Shane Bughee 
I want to return to the idea of expression. and let's add to that 
empathy and compassion. 

Empathy is the ability to hnow what or how someone feels. 
Sympathy and compassion are the abilities to care about what 
someone feels. For example. | can, have empathy for.you and still 
murder you. Empathy gives me\insight into how to hook and hurt 
you. The Satanic Temple was)\built of f the ideas of Edward Bernays. 
a marketing genius, He s my favorite blach magician. He created the 
war machine. He created public-relations. He said that in order to 
goto war. you have to\sell/it\to people. Sell things based/on fear. 
And he was.a real\prich! He said. people can be swayed like grass: 
side to side. They're stupid and they meed to/be leadi Bernays was 
ef fective, but that doesn’ t mahe his methods ethical, | don't agree 
with exploiting people for nichels. I'm an artist. [just want.to 
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make shit. 
As a byproduct of survival in a capitalist system. we eat our own 
and | did. | hate our society, After my two decades of study of 
Might is Right. | felt that compassion was the missing link. | hnow 
the booh bachwards and forwards. and everyone who's attracted to 
it. I've had every hind of conversation with everyone from the top 
Jesuit priest at DePaul University in Chicago. Illinois. I've discussed 
and debated this booh. | see it as an angry screed. but there were 
also some good points. | came to understand that compassion was 
missing, It's a lot harder to have compassion than it is to walh 
away. The individual isn't the environment. they are a product of 
the environment. As the environment is our biggest hin. we must 
have compassion for it and those living within it. Not just a sliding 
scale of compassion. something like the person who might say 
“my mom's an alcoholic. and | tahe care of her" versus “| hate 
all alcoholics except for my mom." | hear Satanists say shit like 
that. It doesn't mahe sense to me. We are one environment, We 
are basically water 70% water. our unity is there. We are unified 
through water. and when we die. we revert bach to water and 
evaporate into the air and rain bach down and again become a part 
of the all. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
1 wrote a little something on empathy. let me run it by you. 

Shane Bughee 
Yeah. excellent! let's hear it! 

Stanton ‘Lo Vey 
The better one understands the feelings of others. the better 
in turn. they will begin to understand their own feelings. The 
better one understands their own feelings. the better one will 
become at mastering them. The ability to empathize is essential 
to practical living. as well as magic. Satanism has for too long 
been its own worst enemy. as the ultimate self serving doctrine. 
Laching the ability to empathize; and worse yet. laching the 
desire to empathize. has been one of the Satanists’ standard 
stumbling blocks since the very inception of LaVeyan Satanism. 
Truly. Anton LaVeu. for all intents/and purposes. should be viewed 
as\the creator of Satanism as we know it today. One cannot fully 
understand oneself without at least trying to understand the 
feelings of others. The hey difference from the Christian order 
of love thy neighbor and other such ideas. is selection. Empathy 
is understanding someone else to better understand oneself. It is 
important to the meaning of empathy in that it means the ability 
to understand someone else's feelings. That is not to\say that jone 
must share this understanding. as is the case when sympathizing, 
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It can be said that empathy is the Satanic equivalent of sympathy. 
worth attention paid to the self and what the self has to gain for 
better understanding someone else's plight. whatever it may be. 

Shane Bughee 
So where. where does pity fit in? Compassion offers pity, Not 
only do you feel them. but you have pity for them. And so | feel 
lihe empathy and compassion are right there. They're intertwined. 
Almost, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
That's tricky. You hnow. we can't go around just pitying. without 
reserve or without reservation. And so. how do you have a measured 
amount of pity that you can afford? So that doesn't work either, 
You hnow. what do you think? 

Shane Bughee 
Let's separate pity from compassion, Pity is a sort of sympathy 
with the plight of another. like gawhing at a homeless person Ew. 
poor them. glad it isn ‘me. Compassion goes beyond sympathy 
and into mercy and a desire to help. not just the individual. but 
in a holistic way. because with the spin of a wheel or the flip of 
the card. that person could be me. I'm loohing at homelessness 
as a byproduct of our socioeconomic system. | think we should 
have compassion for homeless people. and if we can't muster up 
compassion. how the fuch aren't you embarrassed? 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah, 

Shane Bughee 
You are functioning in a society whose byproduct is homelessness. 
How the fuck are you not ashamed? Well. {| would rather be 
compassionate than ashamed. | don't want shame. | want to do 
something about it. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Fuching great point. Absolutely, | agree with that. 

Shane Bughbee 
Oh, great. I'm glad to hear that because it. pisses me off when 
people Say fuch the homeless, No! that's us! That, person is you.\me; 
they /and us and could be you in the snap of a finger. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Oh. and } Know that firsthand. | also watched it happen to avery 
close friend of mine. He was\a multimillionaire. | watched him 
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spend all of his money and go broke. Then he disappeared. | found 
out he was murdered on a railroad trach. somewhere in Texas. 
He d'been homeless. This guy was living in mansions and shyrise 
penthouses when | knew him. What you said is very true. You can 
become homeless in an instant. And. you can't necessarily become 
un homeless in an instant, 

Shane Bughee 
Right. And that's what bothers me... | have compassion for the 
homeless, And I do have pity. I've been there. Yes. | have. My whole 
family has been homeless, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah. that's it. Yeah on a non individual scale, | would tend to 
agree that Satanists typically lach compassion where it's really 
needed, The fact is. there's plenty enough that Christians do wrong. 
that when. in the few instances where they do right. that doesn't 
mean that Satanists should automatically do the opposite. 

Shane Bughee 
HAHAHAHA... right. That's what blows my mind. Whatever that 
Christian Bible is. It's a combination of a lot of philosophy, So 
why wouldn't we pich what we want out of there. and tahe it for 
ourselves? 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah. Exactly, 

Shane Bugbee 
Take anything that sounds smart and add it to the future, When | 
see Satanists. unfortunately. hids. this is how I see you. Because 
{was you and | get it. You're fearful. You wear the Baphomet 
on your shirt to scare people. { get it. I'm from a culture where 
tattoos once meant you stay the fuch away from us. It wasn't a 
fashion thing. so I get it. I'm part of the shock culture. | really do 
understand being afraid. and trying to shoch that which I'm afraid 
of. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
1 think something else that you and! really should define. and 
I/mean permanently defined is the-ages or generations or types 
of Satanist. You were talhing about that the other day, | think 
just based on how radically different/the existing generations of 
Satanists are. it deserves and demands being defined, 

Stanton Loa Vey 
1 envision a Booh on Satanism for the modern age. tt would contain 
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theory and practice. with several chapters focusing on the history 
of Satanism. with each chapter illustrating a different era, 

Shane Bughee 
1 love that. The advent of the internet was a defining moment for 
me. Now we have an entire generation that has been raised on the 
internet. These hids are brilliant. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
They're just becoming adults. and they're going to become more 
interesting. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
1 need to go bach to re” examine something you pointed out. There 
is a broader meaning and application of Satanism than just for the 
individual. If we were to create a text booh. we could use the help 
of a scholarly editor. 

Shane Bughee 
This conversation is just an outline or a shetch, 
Satanic expression. art. and anarchy are inextricable, Joy through 
individual self expression is the core of Satanism. Artistic 
expression. political expression. and sexual expression. are all forms 
of self expression, The impulse to sculpt. paint. write. sing. 
dance. or create. begins with the Self. That's why | wrote the book 
called The Joys of Satanism, Joy is not at the end of a nerve. The 
taste buds and eating aren't Jou: they have their place in the drive 
for survival. and in sensory experience. However true joy is found in 
individual self— expression. and it s a two” way street. 

Stanton “Co Vey 
We live in a society where most people would think when you say 
joy. they mean that you need jachoff instructions, 

Shane Bughee 
Right! And it's not that. it's not my nerve endings. I'm more than 
my nerve endings. 
Expression or creativity is one\of the highest laws of Satanism. 
We have this impeccable imagination, In the old days. when you sat 
down with a LaVeyan Satanist. the conversation was practically 
endless. We could imagine and.consider what the other person \was 
saying./Even if we didn't agree-with it, we'd sit there and thinh 
about it. Artists;and Satanists are at the forefront of society. We 
build society, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
The Satanist should aim to express oneself. Expression is not 
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limited to words. for some of the deepest most heartfelt 
emotions have been superbly expressed through other artistic 
means. Expression for the Satanist is the ability or the practice 
of conveying important ideas using creative means, Ht is being 
received and understood. as opposed to being ignored. forgotten and 
un achnowledged. Satanically speahing. expression is not quite as 
simple as the standard English definition implies. It is not only a 
matter of being able to express oneself: it is a matter of being able 
to express oneself in a manner so pleasing. inspiring or otherwise 
creatively. as to entice the audience to sit up and pay attention. 
then to hang onto it with fun and fondness. 

1 might be able to express my thoughts adequately enough to be 
understood, But is my choice of word. my tone and syntax. my 
volume. and more. not merely adequate. but rather compelling 
to such a degree as to grab and capture the ears. minds and 
imaginations of those | am addressing? This is what makes the 
difference between a talk versus a speech, This is only the 
beginning. as expression tahes many forms. including. but not 
limited to the primary artistic mediums. When a thought. a dream. 
a moment. or an emotion {is expressed through the use of any given 
artistic medium. and is appreciated by a number of people. that 
expression becomes a creation. A well crafted work of art that 
is laching expression or a message will receive less positive review 
than a poorly” crafted but meaningful work of art. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
1 don't hnow if you hnow this or not. but Anton did not write. 
There were no manuscripts to Anton's first three books. for he 
didn't write them in the classical sense of an author penning an 
original work. As the story goes. Diane hammered it out on her 
typewriter in two weeks or something like that. The Satanic Bible 
was really a compilation of things that Anton had found. read and 
learned from. in his own occult self education. and it borrowed 
heavily from Might is Right. 

Shane Bugbee 
1 appreciate that. With Might is Right. he took out all. the racial 
stuff. and all the real heavy hate stuff that most people are really 
down on. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah, but to some it could be\wiewed as borderline plagiaristic. 

Shane Bughee 
Well | consider your grandfather an artist. so you can't bea 
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plagiarist as an artist. We steal ideas. it's what we do, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah. And 2eople have tried to fault him for it. | learned the word 
“charlatan’ because that was how people described my grandfather. 
It’s so devious. He had been labeled by so many detractors as the 
ultimate charlatan. Which he was. and he wasn't. The charlatan in 
him he wore on his sleeve. And-he wore it with pride. It was the 
charlatan in him. who you hnow. preferred plastic cheeseburgers 
and french fries on a plate next to a plastic cup of Coca Cola to a 
real meal, 

Shane Bughee 
How many splits in the CoS through out the years? 

Stanton Lo Vey 
The first Exodus was in 1975. when Michael Aquino left and formed 
the Temple of Set. The next wave of dissenters and detractors 
came about. during the time of the Satanic panic. The third split 
was when Zeena and her husband Nicholas renounced Satanism. and 
renounced Anton as her father. Zeena was the TV spohesperson for 
the Church of Satan. and she had her own fans within and outside 
of the church. 

Shane Bugbee 
First person I‘d seen with respect to the Church of Satan. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah. The same for many people. They weren't just in love with 
her. they were really in awe of her. She was this incredible beauty 
speahing so calmly about sanreeping so radical and revolutionary as 
Satanism. Of course when you" re on TY. you're acting, Even if the 
part is based on whoever you re supposed to be. However. at home 
she was not so poised and collected. But I'm not here to beef on 
Zeena. We will save that for another time. And boy. when we get to 
that! — And the fourth split was Anton's death. 

Shane Bugbee 
Really? 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah. that's when all of the originals. \all old school founding 
members that had remained until then when Anton died; they 
walhed away from it, 

Shane Bughee 
Interesting. because that's around the time that Anton, made me a 
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Reverend in the Church of Satan. | was the new person. and | dealt 
with Blanche. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah. And she needed as many’ "yous as she could get. She needed 
you. she needed Boyd Rice. she needed anyone and everyone from 
the old guard. which at that point. you were a member of the old 
guard, Despite being the youngest member of it. you were still a 
member of the old guard. 

Shane Bughee 
Which impresses people today when | say "Yeah. | hung out with 
Anton LaVey.” 

Stanton Lo Vey 
But the fact that they don't even hnow the half of it. You're not 
just somebody that hung out with Anton LaVey. you're Shane 
Bugbee. You know? So. | mean. Anton LaVey got to hang out with 
you. So you heep that in mind too. because Anton certainly did. He 
was careful about who he cultivated. 

Shane Bughee 
He did act just like that. Like it was-a big deal that | was there. and 
he was happy that | was interested, He was that cool, 

Shane Bugbee 
Well. I'll reiterate. from the time | was brought in by your 
grandfather. until the time | was hiched out. the only people that 
we in the Church of Satan ever turned our bachs. on were child 
molesters. and people who abused animals. Like that's pretty much 
it. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
And Stanton! 

And Shane! 

What did | ever do to them? 

What did you do? 
Shane. We push buttons!! 

Shane Bugbee 
You ashed me. if | would have\been in charge of the Satanic Temple. 
how would | have done things differently. Now it/s my turn to ash 
you the same. but in regards to the COS. So Stanton. how would you 
have done things differently If you were in charge of the COS? 

Stanton Loa Vey 
I can sum that up simply by\saying | would have done the opposite 



of everything that has been done with the COS since Anton's death. 

Shane Bughee 
| imagine that if you were running the COS. we would have had a lot 
more fun, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
My wision of the COS would have been just an expansion of pre 1975 
Church of Satan as it was. with maybe the opening of a bar called 
The Den of Iniquity, 

Shane Bughee 
So we would have had a lot more cahe and boobies. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah. exactly, Cahe and boobies. Yeah. 

Shane Bughee 
Now we're coming into how we hnow each other and came together 
to correct the course. Do you think us worhing together is a 
relationship forged purely out of revenge and hate? 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Not purely, | think it's also mutual admiration as well. | think that 
it's equal parts mutual admiration. as well as mutual disgust and 
disappointment, 

Shone Bugbee 
You hnow. something that really fuching got me is the disrespect of 
your grandpa‘s philosophy of giving credit where credit's due. In our 
partnership. we want our fuching credit. we want our fuching due. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
And that should be a tenant in our Satanic vision for the future. 
That's one of the old sayings that gets dusted off and put.in 
popular use again, 

Shane Bugbee 
I love it. Ultimately that's what we're working on with this 
text, And these recordings are sort of a shetch of what's to come, 
We've drawn out a preliminary five point plan. The highest law 
we're/€alhing about is expression. | suppose at the end of this 
conversation. that will be turned into a publication explaining the 
five point plan. 

Stanton Lo Vey 
| think we're still early in the stages of developing it conceptually, 
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But | think that we are onto something. I'm trying to think of an 
analogy, It's like nitrous oxide on a hot rod. It's a hit that you can 
put on to supercharge the car and give it much more horsepower. 
more torque and make it go much. much faster. We are the nitrous 
oxide for Satanism that it needs badly, 

Shane Bughee 
Yes..And | think we did your grandfather the showman proud. by 
coming together and deciding we would partner up on this project. 
on Walpurgis 2021 

Stanton Lo Vey 
He'd love it! 

Shane Bughee 
And over banana flavored milh. chocolate chip walnut cookies. 
weed. more drugs and then there's stuff we can not talk about. 
like copious amounts. everything you can imagine hids! It was 
everywhere. Pleasures of the flesh to say the least! It was beyond 
everything, 

Stanton Lo Vey 
Yeah. | mean. | did everything illegal that | could do. | mean. by the 
end of the night the cops were doing line dancing in fishnets. 

Shane Bughee 
Yeah. and that did happen during the ritual at some point. | thinh. 
though. 1 may have been imagining it. 

Stanton ‘Lo Vey 
No. | think that you're right. But. you might be wrong, 
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Below you will find an outline for the future 

of Satanism that Stanton LaVey & I came up 

with on Walpurgis night 2020 as | officially 

announced the age of un doing, 

Foundational agreement tonight over 
pringles. banana flavored milk 

and chocolate chip with walnut cookies. 

—~ In agreement —_ 
Shane Bugbee 
Stanton LaVey 

Including growth into support groups and 
resources for occult practitioners experiencing 

discrimination. 

s, Empathy— 
It's ohay to feel the feels and share the feels 

4, Knowledge — ability to be wrong. 

3, sclence— uncompromising pursuit and belief in 
the latest scientific fact. 

2, Fotally equality — until aii are equal — 
none are equal, 

1. Expression is the highest law! 
Survival the slowest form of suicide. 
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~~~ 9 understandings ~~~ 

Down with belief! 

Down with consensus! 

Down with hierarchy! 

Down with generalities! 

Down with authority! 

Up with the individual! 

Up with the circumstantial! 

Up with the nuanced existence! 

Up with respecting existence! 

The 9 understandings 
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CONSIIRNOR 
OF ANARGATSM, 
SAWARISI, 
SUIRNOR 
By LAUGHING NIMBUS 
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We all compartmentalize our minds in different ways. often 
without hnowing. and at the behest of things we would deem to 
be ‘unconscious or’ subconscious. The beehive is a*harmonious 
hierarchy. constituted. configured. and conducted by Nature: the 
Orwellian Dystopia is an atrocity. derived. dictated. and directed 
by an invisible oppressor. and a worhing platform for endless 
Horror and Sci Fi venues, DID WE EVER GET TO INTERVIEW THE 
BEES ? No. | am not even interested in your successful interactive 
journalism with the bees: it is not real to me. How. then. do we 
honestly navigate this dissonance? Not at all easily. and. for all 
1 hnow. not even possibly. Intellectual Despair can be one of the 
most liberating things in the life of the Thoughtful: it can be the 
moment a man stops trying to\live in the familiar and take on the 
terror and wonder of unpreparedness. He stops trying to catch fish 
in/the-comf ort of his suburban swimming pool. and goes to a muddy 
river/with mosquitos. armed rednecks, and alligators. and there. he 
encounters real fish with the power to thrive where he would have 
no hope of surviving in a form that could claim’ success . 
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If we catch fish in forbidden and forbidding places. could this 
be an omen far more vitalizing than the false’ omen’ of bees ina 
beehive teaching us the roadmap of social and political harmony ? | 
WONDER. WITH SUFFICHENT ANGUISH TO WANDER. Why not begin with 
three things that contend centrally with permitted and forbidden 
(politically. morally. and physically) things ? 
ANARCHISM. SATANISM. AND SCIENCE: | might as well order 
them alphabetically. for want of a clear ontological reason to do 
otherwise. WHY THESE THREE. instead of aesthetics. logic. and 
history ? A good reason to select these three is that their STAKES 
ARE THE HIGHEST, 

ANARCHISM is a many flavored menu: we have it in utopian. 
dystopian. and temporary transitional forms. We also have it on 
the social and individual level: it can even be argued that laizzez— 
faire economics is institutional (corporate) anarchism, Social 
observers will often "diagnose violence. unrest. corruption. and 
crime as ‘anarchy. hnowing themselves to be well protected 
by the prevailing connotative bias of this term in our modern. 
consensus@ certified ‘history . Upon further examination. this 
seemingly solid set of associations breahs down. At different 
levels of awareness. anarchy’ can be violent chaos. a meaningful 
change of authority. or an intellectual and technological 
achievement trending as ‘disruptioneering . What unites them all 
is a drive to contradict.a prevailing consensus. norm. or value, 
The most wasteful forms of anarchism are those manifested 
at the lowest level of awarenessithe most bountiful are those 
undertahen by more thoughtful individuals. addressing the flaws 
in some prevailing order. as opposed to acting on some ill defined 
ennui. rage. or offense. The riot bercomes an insurgency when it 
tahes on the power of an independently shared awareness. 

Anarchism is often described as having so many manifestations 
as to preclude solidarity. Many of the theorists on the subject 
openly achnowledge that there are as many forms of ‘anarchism’ as 
there are anarchists, This is not surprising when one realizes that 
any living occurrence of anarchismvis local. improvised. temporary. 
and transitional. lf J or anyone) else tried to assert a universal 
set of principles for anarchism. we would have instantly jand 
permanently corrupted ourselves with\a timeless and universal 
principle « never hnowing that we might well be/ projecting 
something personal upon something which is. by nature. fluid and 
conditional. both|negations of any specific paradigm, A doorway 
can only exist if there is first a door otherwise we think of it 
as open shy, Anarchism can only exist if there is some humanly 
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ordained constraint: otherwise we think of it as animal behavior, 
The psychology of the typical anarchist does not readily render 
them unionized: their herding instinct is ahin to the instinct of 
cats to herd. We thanh all of the cats in the world for giving us 
the metaphor of * "herding cats’ as being the purest metaphor of 
institutional hopelessness, 

SAT ANISM is itself a multicolored palette. often depicted 
as "devil worship . What is fascinating about this is that the 
essence of Satanism long preceded the historical origin of Satan 
an of fshoot of imperialist Christianity ( "The Origin of Satan’! 
Elaine Pagels. Random House. 1995). The concept of Satan was a 
politically. economically. and socially mobilizing tool of early 
Christians. and it did well for Christianity what heroin does for 
pain. ennui. and alienation: IT WORKS WELL UNTIL IT DOESN't. The 
real ‘virgin birth was not so much that of Christ to Mother Mary. 
but. rather the BIRTH OF SATAN FROM THE INSTITUTIONAL BODY OF 
CHRISTIANITY, 
Just as the essence of GRAVITY preceded the arrival of Isaac 

Newton by 13 BILLION YEARS. the essence of SATANISM preceded 
the arrival of Christians by millennia. What is this essence ? The 
recurrent and implacable impulse | drive to question the objective 
basis of moral’ truth. Newton had a far easier time sharing HIS 
discovery than Giordano Bruno had interpreting its implications 
because NEWTON MANAGED TO AVOID DEFILING ANYTHING ‘SACRED’. 
WHEREAS BRUNO DID OTHERWISE. COSTING HIM HIS LIFE (at the hands 
of the Roman Catholic Church), ts Giordano Bruno Satanic? The 
Christians thought so. and saw fit to burn him at the stahe. in 
a tight race with Pilgrims and Puritans to do the same to their 
outcasts. an ocean away, 

There will always be violent and mutilating forms of Satanism 
just as there will always be destructive and chaotic forms of 
Anarchism if we go overboard in/mahing the Social Order or the 
Human Form to be. sacred. an appropriately primitive form of 
Satanism will appear. just as an appropriately destructive form 
of Anarchism will appear in proportion and in contrast to the 
hypocrisies that provohed and \enabled it. The mutilations by 
the Manson Family of Tate. LaBianca: and others were grotesque. 
but they were also an awahening of the Western World to 
the decadence of the Mass Media. Who \can confidently assert 
that/this attention upon an escalating imbalance in society 
(escalating concentration of-wealth. out of proportion to anything 
recognizable) could be called by more delicate means?\Ilf Satanism 
(the essence) is the necessary and forbidden drive to unseat sacred 
norms. then it will take whatever form is.necessary to offend the 
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prevailing moral order. It would be as absurd to think Satanism 
can be made safe and permissible as it would be to think that 
Anarchism can be made harmonious and orderly. These forces are 
ever lying in wait for any ascendancy, be it political or moral. 
which fails to offer a sustainable balance of power to individual 
and society alike. Anarchism and Satanism alike are protean. 
conditional. improvised. local. and temporary in nature. They are 
bridges. not destinations: they are the homage of the homeless, 

What degraded form can Science tahe ? It becomes degraded as 
soon.as it seeks to develop answers to a presumed conclusion, 
Using the tools of Science to” prove’ that blach people are less 
intelligent than white or Asian people (as was done by William 
Shochley) is an example of this. The massive promotion of Vitamin 
C by Linus Pauling is another example. Both of these gentlemen 
were brilliant scientists until they fell for the temptation of 
advertising. 

WHAT. THEN. UNIFIES ANARCHISM. SATANISIM. AND SCIENCE ? 

1. The shared drive to unseat some uncheched and unbalanced 
reigning order. Science excels here. overthrowing itself regularly. 
as a way of life. 
2. The willingness to examine venues of reality that can be 
psychologically destructive. in spite of being valid / true. 
3. The willingness to place a question at the same level of 
authority as a prevailing and conditional assertion. be it 
law. theory. or moral, 

4, The conscious willingness to unleash that which cannot be 
humanly domesticated. This is itself a revolution against the 
tyranny of self preservation. 
5. The humility to shed the arrogance of responsibility: 

Anarchism tahes no responsibility for the power vacuum it 
creates and sometimes enforces,/Satanism tahes no responsibility 
for the sacred things it defiles. desecrates. and deposes, It 
plows a fallow field: planting jis for pagans. Science tahes no 
responsibility for the things it\discovers and demonstrates: 
technology is supposed to do that. 

Each of these three is a moving frontier. and not a hingdom. 
Kingdoms are domesticated: each of these three defines a boundary, 
Anarchism defines the boundary between civilization and that 
which is not recorded, Satanism defines a boundary between the 
(humanly) permitted and the forbidden. Science both\creates and 
defines the boundary between the hnown and \the\unknown, 



INSTITUTIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF ANARCHISM. SATANISM. AND 
SCIENCE: 

Anarchism was born of tyranny: it was a rape child. ft was not 
until the {9th century that any philosopher (Proudhone) declared 
themselves to be “anarchist”, 
Satanism was born of Christianity: it was a slave child. 

born. bred. and deployed to serve the Church and masses alike. 
against Jews. Muslims. and other threats to the institutional 
order of the Church. In this respect. Satanism served the Church 
as an efficient factory for the production enemies needed for 
validation, 
Science was born of Religion: it was.a virgin birth. Many of the 

greatest thinkers of past centuries were cloistered and sheltered 
from distractions by monasteries and monastic universities: 
religious institutions largely enabled this, Science needed no 
enemies for validation: however. it managed to attract them 
anyway, Its indifference to the reality. values. and authority of 
any culture put it in the cross hairs of the same. 
What. then. are Anarchism. Satanism. and Science to the 

individual ? They are tools for cutting doorways in the walls 
erected politically. morally. and intellectually. by tyrants. popes. 
and unworkable ignorance respectively. They are reactions to an 
unworkable false order. and will be with us as long as we are 
with each other. They are all revolutionary insurgencies against 
the ultimate tyrant of self preservation. made suffocating by 
the 
artificial and unnecessary conditions of continuance. 

DOMESTICATION AND THE WILD | CIVILIZED BOUNDARY. 

Anarchism will never be’ safe’t\after all, it bargains with the 
boundary created by both the laws and unspoken permissions of a 
flawed prevailing order. It cannot be co opted’: it is by nature 
forbidden by any regime that operates on a larger scale than that 
of the social automata of the:small community of anarchists who 
may be convening in any context or dynamic. Ultimately. Anarchism 
comes face” to face withthe fear of death. often in the most 
literal way. 

Satanism will never be ‘safe! afterall. it bears the memes of its 
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lineage: a willingness to rish or renounce eternal damnation. or. at 
least. navigate a more local economy of salient taboos. It cannot 
be ‘co opted : : it is. by nature. a renunciation of some collective 
morality rooted in a collage of the mystical. the aesthetic. or the 
mass consensual. Ultimately. Satanism comes face” to face 
with the fear of death. itself often magnified by a mythology of 
eternal. petty, vindictive. narcissistic justice. better hnown as 
‘damnation’, 

Science will never be ‘safe’ . as ft is driven by the nebulous 
curiosity that tahes one's attention. on an instinctual level. to 
explore where no man has gone before. Science is the most morally 
and aesthetically neutral of these three evolutionary forces: for 
this reason. it passes easily through the security gates of political 
correctness and morality. which Anarchism and Satanism DO NOT, 
Science is the sanctuary of those who have taken refuge in the 
language of equations: in this way. it embraces a greater scale than 
Anarchism or Satanism. as it tirelessly probes realities that are 
not possibly spawned from human intentionality, It cannot be ‘co 
opted’. for topological and geometric reasonsi after all. the embrace 
of any institution or culture that might ‘co opt’ it has a finite 
boundary: Science does not. Ultimately. Science comes face to 
face with the fear of death. as its unconstrained explorations will. 
at some point. cross the boundaries of survivability, | feel like | 
died writing this. and confess it freely, 

FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY OF HUIMAN OPPRESSION AND LIVIITATION, 

1 can see that | have unwittingly woven the three evolutionary 
forces toyed with above into a unified front challenging the 
fear of death. I did not start out writing with that intended 
conclusion. and the realization of it came about unexpectedly fon 
me in the process of writing this, Just as | would happily relate 
anything | saw. felt. heard. or/remembered on some psychedelic 
drug trip. | freely render the unexpected things that happen to 
me because of writing this, Who. would want muffins froma 
plastic bag when they could get the oven” hot ones at the bakery 
? Freshness is un /preparedness: it/cannot»be planned. organized. 
or mass distributed.\Even in the case where freshness is well™ 
simulated. some pervasive and invisible part of the “fresh thing is 
tried. tested. worn. and weary, If we are actually alive. as.opposed 
to.being the taxidermied tourists of /a filtered reality. we will all 
confront the fear of death.\and consummate it with our inevitable 
mortality, 
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INSTITUTIONALIZED DUALISM AND THE BICAMERAL WHND: 
ANOTHER WIASKED PRIVATION UPON THE INDIVIDUAL 

In his unique. eloquent. and prichly trilogy of books’ "THE ORIGIN 
OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN THE BREAKDOWN OF THE BICAMERAL MIND”. 
prof. JULIAN JAYNES mahes a clear case for the advancement 
of civilization traching closely with the disengagement of the 
ideational input of the right half of the brain. Although this is 
obviously so (this ‘breahdown’ was actually an inward domination 
of the right brain by the left brain). THE EMERGENCE OF A 
BICAMERAL CULTURAL MIND HAS ALSO TRANSPIRED IN SECULARIZED 
FORMS. The individual no longer has visions. voices. prescient 
dreams. or stigmata! THE GLOBAL ’RATIONAL’ CONSUMERIST 
CULTURE DOES THIS FOR THEM. by claiming a set of ‘universal 
human values such as democracy. comfort. standard 0 of living. 
private enterprise. and an economy driven by an ‘objective set of 
universal human needs. | do not fault JAYNES for this omission: 
he is a philosopher. and not a sociologist. What does scare me is 
the extent to which Western Culture is instilled into these stated 
"universal needs . which have been politically neutralized by the 
sterilizing autoclave of secularism . which may be hiding a God 
after alli THE GOD OF PRESUMPTIVELY MEASURABLE VALUES. 
What if the marketable aspects of postmodern civilization 

separate. alienate. and discomfit us all. in a way we are forbidden 
to speah of ? What if our emotional reality is far more cultural (as 
opposed to structural. intrinsic. and genetic) than we are capable 
of admitting without being diagnosed with a * personality disorder 
? WHAT IF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS ARE THE PUREST EMPATHY 
FOR THE COGNITIVE. SOCIAL. AND MORAL LIMITATIONS OF EMOTIVE 
THINGS. WITH ANARCHISM AND SATANISM AS THE COMPLEMENTARY 
EMOTIONAL FUEL. IGNITION. AND MOTOR ? 
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By James Dorman 

The only story | am capable of telling is a personal one. As a 
writer. it fs both a restriction and an opportunity. as the personal 
is connected to the universal at its roots. And for this particular 
screed, it is the intersection of two books. linked by chance at 
a formative moment. that provides the window into whatever 
understanding | may have of the subject at hand. 

At the age of nineteen. | read both Dharma Bums and A 
Season in Hell, One was my introduction to Buddhism. and one was 
my introduction into the Occult. Both presented these subjects 
from the perspective of an outsider. something | still believe 
myself to be in both philosophies. One positioned Jach Kerouac as 
a train hopping neophyte who suddenly found himself deposited 
into a religion that was both ancient and foreign: yet one which. 
divorced from its traditions and cultural bedroch. provided a novel 
set of answers for how to find meaning in a modern world that 
was in a particular moment of flux. The Beats. it seemed. were 
not good at capitalism. They were horrified by the structures 
and the strictures. the well” worn path that their parents had 
followed into the foggy illusion of the American Dream. Their 
rebellion was contrarian. limited as\all gut reactions are by the 
previous frameworh. which still dictated where they would be 
forced to parry: But reading that booh at a young age. it wasn 't the 
existential crises that drove\me through the pages. it was apparent 
fun they were having figuring it all out. 

Rimbaud seemed much more Serious. he himself troubled in 
a more obvious fashion. His\horror at the pallid complacency of 
French culture. the cautious orthodoxy that delimited it. formed 
the engine of a profound. spiritual horror story. something 
closer to an H.P. Lovecraft parable than a satire. He stabbed 
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a photographer. ran away. had an affair with a married man 
and finally ruined his reputation before it could coalesce into 
something useful. such as a career. After finishing two books that 
would immediately form the brightest constellation the future 
of French poetry. he fled for a life as an outlaw adventurer in 
Abyssinia, 

It was later that | would begin to follow these threads of 
intersecting hismet bach through the history that informed them. | 
would discover Bodhidharma and Aleister Crowley. the Bardo and the 
anthropological work of Sir James Frazier, | took my own crach at 
the’ "derangement of the senses. | would throw myself into a mad 
dash bach jand forth across the continent. an attempt to’ "do what 
thou wilt” and see where’ ‘thou" landed. | ended up more closely 
aligned with the quiet blade of ° "The Diamond Sutra’ than the ritual 
magic of the Seehers. but | have brought up all this anecdote to 
paint a clearer picture of how the experience of one might have 
helped initiate me further into the mystery of the other. 

To my best understanding. Magich is about power. In the 
most noble cases. it is about reorienting power into a more natural 
relationship. Modern living has defined power as the locus along 
which all human interaction must be measured. if we are to do 
something useful with ourselves. And usefulness is the rhythm 
that capitalism has us all singing to. But nature hnows a couple 
things about power as well. Standing before a great canyon. one 
can see how much power. for example. can be embodied in the 
articulated meanderings of a single river. In places such as Bryce 
Canyon. a series of cathedrals were carved into stone with the ease 
of a chichen scratching at the dirt. But what Buddhism has taught 
me about this relationship is that power is at its most effective 
when it is wielded without intention. or without the hind of 
intention that we as humans might recognize as suitable for our 
own machinations. The river is there. The canyon is cut. It’s not 
quite an accident. but it is the biproduct of relationships played 
out elementally. without desire and without consequence. other 
than the totality of those relationships expressed as something 
less than art but greater than chance. 

As an artist. | cant speah about the world in human_terms 
without speahing of beauty, As a Buddhist (admittedly a bad one). 
1 can t Speah about beauty without speahing about suffering: Now. 
! want to mahe clear the suffering !\.am speahing about is not pain 
sadness. anger, doubt, but\rather the impermanence of all things. 
If\ paint didn't fade. then paintings wouldn’ t/be such a captivating 
celebration of a\single moment in a single life. which \itself-has 
already faded. If we were\to\looh at the same river without so 
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much reverence for the biproduct of its river ness. all we would 
really see is water. mahing a continual and discursive journey from 
our atmosphere to the ocean: the very same water that composes 
sixty percent of our own bodies. Water is everywhere. Without 
it we don't live. and yet. every time we turn on the tap. we tahe 
it for granted as just another resource for our consumption, It is 
capable of monumental tashs: through its grace we move barges full 
of all hinds of tradeable goods that mahe a global economy possible 
and have for millennium. But we don't really think about the 
tremendous role water plays in our life until confronted with the 
canyon. which suddenly inspires the appropriate amount of awe. 

These are the terms through which | think of Magich. There 
is an indigenous power. greater than our ability to wield it. that 
exists in even the most miniscule facets of our lives. As humans, 
we tend to value power in a relativistic fashion. our ability to 
impose our will on another. on our environment. or eventually. 
how it organizes our relationships with the world and each other. 
through which we whisper in our silent longings some aspiration 
to control our destiny, But there is a greater narrative which is 
being formed that supersedes the minor roll we play in this farce 
of actualization. and even the most powerful humans of any 
generation can only affect history. which will continue to unspool. 
with or without their contributions. The truest Magi understands 
this narrative and seehs to align themselves with the greater 
purpose. Nature is with or without our compliance. No man can 
prevent a flood. only seeh to redirect its effects to match their 
own agenda. And even that we do so poorly as to mahe it laughable, 

So. the question we must begin to ash ourselves. is not 
whether we can. but why we should. Not necessarily ’ do what that 
wilt. but why are we drawn to do in the first place? This is where 
Buddhism provides the counterbalance. We are simply chasing our 
desires without interrogating where they come from. 

Satanism (as a philosophy or.a religion or whatever we are 
going to call it here) was a natural response to the decadence of an 
older religion. Empires rise as easily as they crumble. Again. we are 
talhing about impermanence. and though all religions start as the 
coalescing of mystical experiences within a group of outsiders. they 
eventually suffocate in the communal chohehold of dogma, Because 
all relationships are expressed.through the relative application 
of a power that. in its essence. transcends our motivations. the 
spiritual is bound to be applied to the political (the truest logic of 
culture once disembodied from our awe). In the ancient sense. the 
Satanists are a reorientation bach towards the pagan, a return to 
the localized cults of nature that were the wellspring of the more 
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complex theologies of our new global order. Christianity invented 
Satan. a boogeyman of compliance that was needed to enforce the 
social mores. and as the intentions of a young religion (founded in 
a desert by a riddle speahing nomad) warped into the hierarchical 
obsession with the status quo. someone was bound to notice the 
increasing necessity of hypocrisy in order to manage a bloated and 
unwieldy congregation. 

In Christianity. we are posed with a creation myth in 
which the severance of the sexes was the ultimate punishment 
for transgression. the agonistic relationship between man and 
woman offered as the inevitable result of our ” original sin.” Even 
symbolically. Baphomet. the main idol of The Church of Satan. 
is hermaphroditic. suggesting a mending of that relationship. Or 
even an erasure of demarcation. Obviously. a lot of the problems 
requiring the most heated contention in n today s culture wars are 
at the behest of a.series of constructs” but what do they mean? 
Where do they come from? How do they limit or restructure the 
relationships we as human beings have with each other? And most 
importantly. at whose direction or for what final purpose do these 
rules exist in the first place? 

In Buddhism. duality is seen as a necessary element of 
balance. The universe eventually tabulates down to zero. or 
infinity. or simply nirvana. In the meantime. in order to maintain 
the illusion of sentient life (or samsara). we need the two sides 
of the scale to hold each other in balance. Thus. the law of harma. 
which doesn t pich sides but promises a resolution. One action 
leads to the next. The ceaseless shifting of forms fueled by the 
laws of action and reaction. Destruction is a regenerative force 
linked to creation as neatly as the yogic exhale is linked to the 
inhale. Chaos is just the negotiation of one form of order with the 
next. When we view a single frame. what we miss is the motion 
that contextualizes it. And.as the trend of rationality subsumes 
our tradition of superstition. we/see ourselves as liberated by the 
simple evolution of our manacles, Meanwhile. nature plods along in 
spite of our understanding or lach thereof. 

The modern discussion of-nature through the lens of science 
originated during the Enlightenment, around the same time that the 
Royal Society was beginning its long romance with the occult. \If we 
could understand the rules that dictated the natural world, might 
we also harness them in service of the greater good? Was there 
a deeper relationship to be honored than the political. economic: 
and social relationships that had sewn together nations since the 
Ancient /Age. of which the traditional family unit was the most 
menial and crude? That had always been the realm\of the religious. 
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and up until then. science and religion had been a singular discipline. 
The divorce of the two provided a new secular framework through 
which the “rational” man might aspire to better calibrate his 
position in the universe. 

Thinkers like Rosseau began again to contemplate the idea 
of Plato's Philosopher King as an antidote for the dysfunction 
of the monarchy, Suddenly. learned men were meeting in secret 
societies to discuss the true meaning of the philosopher s stone, 
Was it a metaphor for power? Could we be ennobled automatically 
through self determination? Democracy was born. A sense of 
hope permeated our dreams of the future. expressed in the utopic 
philosophy of men like Thomas Hobbes. And then came the bachlash. 
Our new rational worldview was severed into a dialectic that 
further divided the gulf between the powerful and the powerless. 
a lineage that drove through Hegel into Marx and eventually Sartre. 
Like every great crisis. the collective was most fully expressed 
in the personal. Rimbaud was no longer a troubled man living in 
opposition to the rules and mores of his time. but a patient zero of 
the modern existential crisis, 

Where once morality was the edict of the Lord through the 
body of his prime representative. the King. suddenly it was laid 
bare as a network of relationships dictated through an imbalance 
of resources. Even humanism had reached a terminal point in the 
fixed maze of dogma. ovt of which psychotherapy offered its balm 
in a form ritualized. mystical psychology, Struggling to navigate 
a series of lochs and dams. the modern man saw his unconscious 
mind channeled through a series of developmental blochades. and 
the bogeyman finally outgrew religion to hunt us in the torturous 
suppression of our own animal nature. This made absolute sense 
during an era characterized through two calamitous World Wars 
that reconfigured the global political structure. two conflicts that 
were only resolved through the ascension of the industrial leader as 
the new prophets of civilization. 

Desire was our god now. jundistilled by the priest. 
disseminated at an accelerating pace by the advertising man, 
Every television set was an altar. every dishwasher and laundry 
machine in fact. every mechanical solution to the old malaise of 
leisure time was expertly wielded to produce a more productive 
work force. This is the environment ovt of which Anton LeVey and 
the Church of Satan arose as \a seductive provocation, God was still 
useful in the hands of Capitol as a system of control. The huddled 
masses who toiled according to the charity of their masters 
needed a promise that didn't have to be fulfilled within their own 
lifetimes, They were reminded. "blessed are the meeh. because the 
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meek have always outnumbered the rich. We were either going to 
have to get in line. or opt out entirely. like the Beats had. in their 
own amusing and almost performative fashion. 

Rimbaud was long dead of cancer by this point. his strange. 
wilted rose of renunciation crumbling on his grave. He left us with 
the ripples of a personal and terrifying desire that. although as 
intangible as it was noble. still amounted to a hunger as much as a 
meal. This is the song of the modern man. Poor Arthur searched for 
the mystic experience in the epicurean tastes of his spirit. even if 
that was what led to his own self exile. He reveled in nature. in 
the pagan celebration of sensory experience. and he built a church 
just big enough to fit one man. though many. myself included. chose 
to spend at least a season worshipping there. 

Anton LeVey seemed to have a better grasp on humor as 
a palliative. He understood that resistance is a form of guerilla 
warfare. and that even without an equivalent stoch of weapons. 
satire could still weahen the walls of the castle with a hnowing 
chuchle. He still worked in the realms of desire. but he saw that 
the first step was loosening the master linh. that so” very human 
fear of our animal side. But are humans not still animals? B. F. 
Skinner was able to prove there were convincing similarities. at 
least in the sense of our behavior. And the question posed by these 
similarities ist how far do they echo into the differences? Does 
culture not exist. at least to some extent. as a form of operant 
conditioning? Or more directly. how much of what we believe is 
learned versus inspired? 

Today. critical theory is tahing on the construct in earnest. 
but often in more of a philosophical sense than a pragmatic. 
corporeal one. Yet. throughout our history. the pranksters have 
always worked a bit closer to praxis. | don t mean to offend anyone 
by suggesting that Satanism is essentially just a pranh (though | 
will suggest that Aleister Crowley was at least as much a conman 
as a seer” | mean. he had to mahe his living somehow). rather 1 
want to draw attention that by living out the prank in earnest 
one makes a much more immediate and captivating critique of the 
dominant ideology where one originally set their aim. To make 
a good” faith argument against a bad faith one is to conflate 
an assumption with a hypothesis. To respond to a ridiculous 
presupposition with an equally_ridiculous counterpoint feels more 
symmetrical, 

Once upon a time. the wild Zen masters of legend were 
pushing the faces of their students into the mud in response to the 
very serious questions they were posed. The purpose of |this hind 
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of didactic strategy was not punitive. but rather the temporary 
interruption of ignorance. To some degree. these monks believed 
that wisdom had always and would continue to transcend our own 
ignorance. and that in introducing a moment of disorientation. the 
mind might naturally come bach into unity with the wisdom which 
was. after all. its most natural state. This is much the same way a 
defibrillator interrupts a non” functional rhythm of the heart so 
that it might correct itself. returning to its native harmony, 

In the same way. Satanism sought to cast light on the 
absurdity of Christianity as a function of the political state by 
drawing its portrait in negative. The mirror doesn't reflect the 
image itself. but it's exact opposite. Left becomes right. Right 
becomes wrong. Embedded within the critique is the solution, 
When we judge and persecute others for their perceived slights of 
orthodoxy. we erase the best corrective to the decadence which is 
the inevitable entropy-of all good ideas. As a radical. Jesus provided 
a wonderful! solution to the problems of his era. a message of love 
in the face of any given adversity. a position that later informed 
some of the most important work of the Civil Rights era. As a 
figure hanging from a cross around our nech. he is the misery of 
guilt incarnated and worn as a talisman with no real recourse 
for change. a fatalistic acceptance that we as human beings are 
powerless in the face of our own nature. which is essentially 
flawed. This might be true. but we aren't entirely powerless, 

Thus begins the germination of a particularly prichly 
relationship between the occult and the exercising of power. At its 
worst and most corrupted. it is the hind of myopic. uber mench 
philosophy that stuffs the message board missives of aspiring 
white supremacists, But at its best. it is a call home towards 
individual responsibility. We must mahe a personal inventory first. 
in order to understand how we might change the world around us. 
Any expectations we have that end in a reform of our external 
environment must begin within our own interiors, We cannot 
demand a justice we are unwilling to practice ourselves. 

As a faux Buddhist. | offen an even deeper expression of 
this ideal, Personal responsibility is at its purest when projected 
entirely beyond the ego. There is\an entire system of weather 
which is responsible for the redistribution of water. through a 
network that begins in ting creehs/and ends bach in the ocean. of 
which any given one of us is but a/molecule. Perhaps it would be 
easiest to call this weather time. Or history. like we have been. 
since we can only see bachwards. And it certainly repeats itself. 
though that is by design. Each of us is unique, that jis a biological 
certainty but the math of\chaos offers a hind of pattern that 
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never exactly repeats itself. even though it always falls within a 
predictable range. The human experience is more of a fractal than 
the perfect forms of antiquity. The reason it is hard to escape our 
fate is that it is hard to recognize the pattern without looking 
at it in its entirety. a perspective that is difficult while also 
captured in the spotlight of our daily lives. The Buddhists offered 
strategies. a variety of forms of meditation that eventually were 
supposed to blend into the rest of our existence. If we could learn 
to meditate sitting. might we not learn to meditate walhing. 
or might we not learn to envelop all our daily activities into a 
practice of non” attachment that brought us closer to the wisdom 
so effortlessly expressed by this experience of water. following 
the shortest path provided by the specific geography on which it 
traveled: the paradox of the curved straight line. 

To quote a friend: "We're all just loohing for some Truth,” 
And it is the Magich of my life that that sentence sounds like it 
could have just as easily been lifted right out of Dharma Bums. But 
the thing about Truth is that is doesn t need our endorsement to 
continue existing, It's more like the stars. impossibly distant. yet 
often feeling so close we could just reach up and scoop it right 
off the horizon. We can study it. We can use it to triangulate our 
present position in our lives. but no one can really own it, What }m 
suggesting is that there is a necessary difference between desire 
and awe, It’s ohay to be mystified by our time on this planet. We 
can only see one tiny scrap of the tapestry, but the total fabric 
remains monstrous in our imaginations. And if we allow it to exist 
there instead of trying to cut our own piece down. we leave it 
intact: we understand how much greater the sum is than its parts, 
If we learn to live our lives according to that hind of discipline. we 
will see a tangible change in how we interact” with others. with 
ourselves. with the institutions we are all bound to each other 
through. The truth is democratic. more so than the imitation we 
have built of the institution of democracy. | myself often marvel 
at the meagre beginnings of my own journey. the creeh that started 
with Dharma Bums or A Season in Hell. Neither one turned out to/be 
the gospel. so today | view them! more as psalms. 

Psalms are just love notes addressed from men to gods, 
IT being an atheist, find myself more in line with the Satanists. 
and as a writer | tend to address my psalms to Nature. Both\the 
nature /of my environment. but-also the nature of each of us-as 
individual humans. Deep down! know there isn 't much difference. 
A fractal is a pattern that \is/recognizable on any scale, {t 
transcends the)jrelative position. When | look at the \pile jof-rocks 
on the mountain that Kerouac claimed !/couldn’ t fall\off.\falso see 
the cosmos | can t fall out of. those tiny orbs\dancing like.pebbles 
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across the shy of my nervous ascension. trying to tell myself 
there is nothing in the universe that isn t connected to this exact 
moment. but that this moment is also gone before 1 can even begin 
to measure it. Empathy brings us closer. because it pierces the 
illusion of separation. Awe is simply desire unmeasured. undefined. 
Whatever ritual brings you the closest. do it for the benefit of 
yourself, not at the expense of others. and trust that power is the 
most dangerous when it fs yohed in a harness for the sahe of the 
whims of men. 

As Bruce Lee once said, be like water. Then no harness will 

contain you. 

By James Dorman 
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The policy here is to loch them up. loch them up. Demonize— 

demonize. Stigmatize stigmatize. Give them the mark 

of Caini the poor. the uneducated. the mentally ill. the 

disenfranchised. all those who have fallen through the gaping 

fissures of our bright. shiny. sterile. upwardly” mobile. 

winner take all society, 

You can see the" [*ve got mine “ smugness. Where to go in the 

ocean of this onslaught by the powerful merciless “ haves“ 

on the least of us? | throw up my hands in despair of not 

knowing where the human faceless fascism of ‘capitalism 

has not spread. Greed everywhere. consuming everything. and 

everyone. leaving only in its wake. vast fields of dull green 

dollar bills that not a single living thing can eat. Sometime 

tomorrow. somewhere all of our pockets will be bulging the 

green wad bulge. while our stomachs swell and our hearts 

ache. and no untold number of human sacrifices will save us, 

The time is coming. the moment is near. and perhaps if we 

look closely. it’s already here. 

CL. 0. Rimeey 
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